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Abstract
The parametric effects of texture on supratheshold color tolerance thresholds were investigated
in two psychophysical experiments using simulated textures presented on a CRT. Textured
images were created from scanned photographs ofphysical texture samples with semi-random
textured pattern. Differences in appearance were created by varying the illumination geometry
during the image capture stage. Two conditions were simulated: diffuse illumination of a
standard light booth and directional lighting which accentuates texture relief. In the first
experiment observers matched average perceived lightness of grayscale textured images by
adjusting the lightness of a uniform gray field. Images varied in their average L*. The results
showed that, on average, there was no statistically significant difference between the observer
match and the average L of the image. The only exception was found for darker images of
coarse texture.
In the second experiment, an array of color images was created from three texture patterns: one
simulating diffuse lighting conditions and two simulating directional illumination. The CTELAB
coordinates of the images were centered around the five CEE color centers recommended for
color tolerance research. Color differences were varied in the lightness, chroma, and hue
dimensions. Color tolerance thresholds were measured in each dimension for each texture type
and uniform patches. An adaptive psychophysical technique, QUEST, was utilized to determine
color tolerances in a greater than/less than task using test pairs in comparison to a fixed anchor
pair of 1 unit AE*94. The results indicated that the presence of texture increases tolerance
thresholds for hue irrespective of the texture pattern. The chroma dimension remained
unaffected. Less conclusive results were found for lightness dimension with a strong trend
toward increased tolerance thresholds for textured stimuli. When the different textures were
compared, it was found that the
L*
thresholds were significantly higher for the images simulating
directional lighting compared to the images ofdiffusely illuminated surface. No differences in
tolerances for chroma and hue were found in that case.
Introduction
A significant portion of color difference research revolves around the concept of color
tolerances. The notion of color tolerance comes from the industrial quality control, where visual
assessments have been routinely carried out to ensure that each new batch-colormaterial falls
within certain standards. Color tolerance could be defined as the maximum magnitude of
deviation from a particular point in color space (a "standard") beyondwhich the perceptual
difference becomes noticeable to the normal human observer to such degree that the deviation
can not be accepted. In an ideal perceptually uniform color space the tolerance can be defined
geometrically as a sphere around a chosen
"standard"
point. This is true when tolerance is
defined in terms of
"perceptibility."
All points within the sphere belong to the
"acceptable"
category. In the absence of such an ideal space, non-ideal spaces may be modified through the
use of equations to set tolerances related to instrumental measurements.
One type ofvisual experiment that provides data for this type of tolerancing is a pass-fail
experiment.1
Based on visual data, databases have been built which allow the definition of
tolerance ellipsoids in non-ideal color spaces, such as CTELAB. The idea of expressing color
difference perceptibility in the form of ellipses in a color space comes from the original
experiments byMcAdam, who described sensitivity to chromaticity differences in the form of
ellipses on the chromaticity diagrams.
Besides acceptibility datasets accumulated in the industry, numerous perceptibility experiments
have been carried out in laboratory conditions. In those experiments, the goal was not to
determine the threshold, which defines the just noticeable deviation. Rather, the goal is to
quantify the magnitude of the color tolerance perceptually. Defining the boundaries of the
tolerance ellipsoids involves the notion of suprathreshold perceptibility or tolerance thresholds.
Once the values of these tolerance thresholds are accumulated one can attempt to derive ametric
that would adequately relate the perceptual differences with colorimetric parameters. Derivation
of color-difference formulae relies on both acceptability and perceptibility data.
TheMunsell Color Science Laboratory (MCSL) established the Industrial Color Difference
Evaluation Consortium in 1995. One of the objectives of this research program is to "develop
computational models of color-difference perception with improved relation to human color
difference
judgements."1
One of the current directions of the color difference research inMCSL
is devoted to research on parametric effects in color difference evaluation. This thesis is a




Human visual system is able to distinguish between different color stimuli by responding with
different visual sensation. By numerically defining a color stimulus, one can design a metric of
color difference between two color samples. Ideally, one number is sought to define such a
difference. Many empirical approaches were developed to define this metric (AE) bymeans of
calculating it with a color-difference formula. The color-difference formula should achieve one
important criterion ofbeing robust in predicting color differences for various samples. If the
differences between pairs of color samples are perceived to be the same, the value of color
differences for these pairs should be identical regardless of their colorimetric values. Many
color-difference formulae have been developed over the years, fulfilling the requirement for
uniformity of color difference only to a degree.
In 1 976 a color-difference formula was recommended by CIE along with the newly introduced
CIELAB color
space.4
The new formula constituted a modification of the Adams-Nickerson
color-difference equation widely used by the textile industry at the time. The fifth-order non-
invertible polynomial equation, defining the lightness scale was substituted with a cube-root
function, L*. The CIELAB color-difference formula offered a simple Euclidean distance
calculation as a metric for color difference (denoted as AE ab) between two points in CIELAB
color space. However, the AE*ab formula embodied the perceptual non-uniformity of the
CIELAB color space. The non-uniformitymade the use ofCIELAB less accurate for
instrumental color acceptance determination, since the different tolerances had to be applied to
different regions of the color
space.5
These non-uniformities included dependence ofAE*ab on
chroma, hue and lightness position in the color space.
The ColourMeasurement Committee of the Society ofDyers and Colourists in 1984
recommended the CMC(/:c) color-difference equation for color acceptance
determination.6
The
formula was amodification of the earlier formula JPC79, which demonstrated anomalies in color
difference predictions for darker colors and near neutral samples. The CMC(/:c) formula
introduced weighting coefficients to scale lightness, chroma and hue. The weighting function for
lightness (Sl) was based on the results of
McDonald,7
who found that for sewing threads the
lightness tolerances increase with increasing L , especially at low L . The l:c ratio was
recommended to be set to 1 : 1 for the perceptibility data, and 2:1 for the acceptibility data.
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The BFD(l:c) formula was introduced in 1987 by Luo and
Rigg.8
The formula was developed in
order to reconcile the available datasets ofperceptibility and acceptability data. The
perceptibility data combined ten separate studies and total of 2776 pairs, while the combined
acceptability data included 1613
pairs.3
Based on the results of the analysis of the pooled
datasets and additional experimental data, a new scaling factor for lightness was derived as
LBfd= 54.6 logi0(Y+ 1.5) -9.6
The scalars for chroma and hue were modified with more complex functions than in the CMC
equation (for details see Luo and Rigg9). One important advancement made with the BFD(lx)
formula is the introduction of a rotation function that allows to change the orientation of the
color-tolerance ellipsoids, depending on the hue angle. Doing so eliminates to some extent the
errors which result the anomalies of the CIELAB (such as discrepancy between the lines of
constant perceived hue and lines of constant hue in CIELAB).
11
The combined RIT-DuPont, Luo-Rigg, and Witt datasets were used by the CIE in development
of the CIE94 color-difference formula10. The CIE94 formula has the same general structure as











where the weighting functions are
SL=1
Sc = 1 + 0.045C ab>standard
Sh = 1 + 0.0 15C abjStandard
kL = kc = kn = 1 for the reference conditions.
It must be noted that in contrast to CMC and BFD, the CIE94 formula applies no correction to
lightness. The usefulness of the lightness correction is still the subject of
research.11'37Berns12
suggested that the Sl term in CMC equation might be a result of the contribution ofparametric
effects in the corresponding datasets. On the other hand, the weighting functions for chroma are
very similar to those used in the CMC and BFD formulae. There is a clear difference between
the hue weighting functions for all three formulae. The weighting function for hue in CIE94 is a
linear function, whereas CMC hue weighting function is characterized by two minima. Three
minima are found in the respective function for BFD formula. Both equations adequately
describe the datasets upon which theywere based. However, their performance falls beyond
optimal when tested on other
datasets.3
Luo tested four formulae on the RIT-DuPont and BFD
12
datasets13. He found that only one value ofKL was needed to predict both acceptability and
perceptibility datawith CIE94 formula. However, for other formulae different KL values were
needed to achieve optimal fit of acceptability and perceptibility data. Different values ofKL
were needed to fit paint perceptibility, textile acceptability and textile perceptibility data.
Currently, the CMC and CIE94 equations have been adopted by the industry for color tolerances
determination. The CMC formula enjoys wide acceptance by the British textile industry, while




The reliability of a color-difference formula is defined by how well it predicts available data sets
ofperceptibility/acceptability data. Most of the data sets were obtained under similar standard
viewing conditions (D65 illuminant, medium gray background, light booth viewing). However,
variations in the nature of the samples, viewing conditions, or psychophysical techniques may
result in predictions of color differences by a formula optimized for specific parametric
conditions. In addition, many industrial applications involve physical conditions that deviate
from the reference conditions. Such deviations may include the use ofdifferent illuminants or
illumination geometry and the use ofdifferent backgrounds. The influence of such conditions on
color difference evaluations has become known asparametric
effects.15
Parametric effects could be defined as changes in perceived color difference induced by the
changes in viewing conditions or the
appearance of the object itself (either physical or simulated)
13
that are not related to the instrumentallymeasured colorimetric values of the stimuli. A classical
example of a parametric effect is a change in the viewing background. The background for
standard reference conditions is defined as medium
gray.14
The change to a white or black
background may influence the perceived color difference of the samples viewed on these
backgrounds. Guan and
Luo15
performed a series of studies on the parametric effects, such as
background change and degree of separation between the compared pairs. Their experiments
were performed on wool samples dyed in colors colorimetrically close to the five color centers
recommended by the CIE. A total of 75 pairs with the mean color difference of ca. 3 AE*ab units
were assessed by 21 observers. Three parametric factors were studied: the size of the separation
between pair of samples (large 3 inch gap or hairline), background (white, mid-gray, and black),
and the psychophysical method used to quantify visual judgments (gray scale or pair
comparison). Guan and Luo found no significant effects of either the separation gap size or the
background on the perceived color difference, when the gray scale method was used. The
overall strongest effect was less than 14 percent. The largest effect was observed for the
white/black background.
A review of recent literature related to parametric effects shows that research in this area is in its
early stages. This might be due to the fact that the currently used
color difference formulae are
not completely ideal, they provide adequate color difference calculations formany applications.
After having reached a this satisfactory level ofperformance of these formulae, more research is
being directed towards the parametric effects.
14
Texture
The physical samples used to build the color-difference datasets are defined as "surface colors",
(e.g. glossy automotive lacquer coating, paint, etc.). One of the main characteristics of these
surface colors is relative surface uniformity and lack of surface reliefunder reference diffuse
illumination. However, the appearance ofobject's color depends not only on spectral reflectance
of the object, but also on the geometric characteristics of the reflective surface (gloss, texture,
etc.).
The three-dimensional appearance of a texture with relief can be largely defined through the
presence of shadows and highlights. There is also a colorimetric aspect that highlights contribute
- specular highlights are characterized by the chromaticities of the viewing illuminant. Shadows
accentuate the texture pattern. A combination of shadows and highlights has been proposed to
elicit cognitive mechanisms responsible for the perception of
shading,1
thus indicating to the
visual system that an object surface is viewed.
Another important aspect of texture perception is that the color appearance of a textured sample
is a function of the distance between the observer and the object. Halftone print, viewed at a
close distance, presents an example of a regular two-dimensional pattern, whose appearance
changes with distance. Thus, 3-D texture presents a complex perceptual task to the visual system.
Several questions arise when one considers color appearance and color specification of the
surface color of a textured sample. When we consider the color appearance of a texture sample
made from one colorant, do we perceive the color as
integrated over a large area of the texture?
15
One way to test this hypothesis is to create a uniform sample of this average color, and compare
it with texture sample it was modeled after.
Oulton et al. refer to the color defined only by the colorant present as the intrinsic color. In
their experiments, Oulton et al. dyed fabric materials of three texture types: knits, windings and
fiber-end tufts of controlled density. Physical samples were made ofpolyester yarn dyed in 20
different colors. The 20 colors were broken into 5 hues (Red, Yellow, Green, Cyan and Violet)
and each hue subclass differed in two lightness levels. The results of the visual matches showed
a significant effect of texture on perceived lightness ofboth tufts and knits compared to the
windings. The knits texture was viewed as darker and the tufts as much darker than the
windings. The effect was larger at lower sample chroma. This effect was also a function of the
sample lightness and was most noticeable at low lightness for low chroma samples. In addition,
the knitted texture was perceived darker at higher lightness level. The effect was less significant
on the tufts. There were only two groups of samples differing in L , with the values around 30
and 80. Such limited range of
L*
makes it difficult to draw conclusions about the shape of the
L*-dependent function of texture influence. At low chroma, the windings were perceived as the
lightest among the three textures. The winding texture could be viewed as a high frequency
pattern ofunidirectional bars and allow the observer to infer the "intrinsic
color"
of the sample.
The perception of the
knits'
chroma relative to the windings was not affected by the change in
lightness. For tufts, the effect was predictably opposite: at low lightness tufts appeared less
chromatic and at low lightness more chromatic. Thus, the color attribute evaluations performed
by the observers were influenced by the texture
of the materials. This may indicate a change in
the uniformity of the corresponding
perceptual scale. It is logical to ask the following question:
16
Does the perceived size of the color difference between two uniform colored objects remain
constant, when two textured objects are colored with the same colorant and viewed under similar
conditions?
Lightness dependency of the
L*
perceptual scale in the magnitude estimation color difference
experiments was recently studied by Montag and
Berns,37
who investigated the effects of texture
on color tolerances using CRT simulation. The original physical samples were similar to what
Oulton called
"windings"
and represented sewing thread wound on cards. The images of the
texture were obtained with a high- resolution digital camera. Those images were used as
templates to generate a series of stimuli with controlled colorimetric parameters. Only L was
varied between various sets. The visual experiment was different from the study by Oulton et al.
in away that the observers performed a pass/fail experiment on a CRT in dark viewing
environment. The results demonstrated that for full-texture samples, an increase in threshold
was observed. The data were characterized by high variability, especially for higher L (the
highest at
L*





to almost 10 units at
L*
= 80. Such high tolerance threshold at higher L might be explained by
the loss ofwell defined texture for the images at higher L*. Such effect was not noticeable for
the lower lightness images. However, such explanation cannot completely account for the
increase in tolerance threshold with lightness found in that research. Uniform patches also
exhibited similar increase, but with much smaller magnitude: from just over 3 to 6 units ofL*.
17
Color and texture perception models
Poirsson and
Wandell18'19
suggested that perception of color and texture pattern might be
separable. The authors conducted experiments on changes in color appearance ofperiodic bars
with changing spatial frequency. They found that the changes in appearance could be explained
by assuming that signals from three opponent color mechanisms are scaled by a gain factor that
depends on the local spatial frequency content of the image. One broadband and two spatially
lowpass opponent-color pathways adequately described the asymmetric matching results. The
authors found that the asymmetric matches are not photoreceptormatches, but occur through
higher level processing. The authors felt that while the color-pattern separabilitymodel is not
precisely correct, it is useful as a first approximation in explaining the perception of color
patterns.




asymmetric matches could be reasonably well explained by the color-pattern
separabilitymodel. Moreover, the principle of superposition with respect to color matches held
reasonably well. The principle of
superposition holds when the color Ci that corresponds to an
asymmetric matchMi, and the color C2 that corresponds to an asymmetric matchM2, obey the
rule that d + C2 matches Mi + M2. This result indicates that linear models can be used to
describe asymmetric matches as a first approximation.
18
Though this model effectively describes simple periodic texture patterns and their simple
mixtures, it does not prove that a simple color-pattern separable model is adequate for describing
more complex stochastic textures. It is appealing to divide functions of color perception and
texture recognition by assigning the former to the chromatic channel and the latter to the
luminance channel. The television industry has been using this principle for quite some time.
However, its success does not prove that this is how human visual system works. Bauml and
Wandell mention that all subjects found it difficult (or impossible) to match gratings of4 and 8
cycles per degree, while no subject had a difficulty with 2 cycles per degree patterns. Perhaps,
this difficulty reflects a breakdown of a simple linearmodel and indicates the existence of a more
complex mechanism which cannot be easily reduced to a simple matching strategy by the
observer.
Spatial extension to CIELAB
Zhang and
Wandell21
proposed a spatial extension to CIELAB as a metric for calculation of
colorimetric errors between images that more closely correlates with visual perception than
pixel-by-pixel calculations. The algorithm is intended for application to complex images where
pixel-by-pixel calculations lead to results that do not correspond well with visual experience.
The presence of a fine spatial pattern will lead to erroneously high color difference predictions
when standard CIELAB pixel-by-pixel color difference calculation is applied. Consequently, the
luminance and chrominance information is processed separately according to the corresponding
contrast-sensitivity functions.
19
The spatial extension algorithm is applied to each input image, which then is subjected to
standard color difference calculations, using either CIELAB AE*ab or AE*94 metric.
First, the image is converted into one luminance and two chrominance sub-images (red-green
and yellow-blue). This is a linear 3x3 transformation operation, which is performed in the cone
space (LMS, Smith-Pokorny cone-sensitivity functions are used as a default) or XYZ space. A
spatial filtering operation is then applied to each component according to the spatial sensitivity of
the human eye in respect to that component. Two-dimensional separable spatial kernel filters are
used in the spatial processing. Spatial filtering operation preserves mean color values of an input
image. This operation utilizes unit sum filters in a linear color space. This is important for
correct prediction of the uniform color fields as well as almost uniform color texture patterns.
The S-CIELAB algorithm was more successful in predicting the visibility of errors in halftone
patterns and JPEG-DCT compressed reproduction images than pixel-by-pixel CIELAB
calculations.22
In the experiments by Zhang et al. on colored halftone patterns, S-CIELAB
estimates of error visibility correlated significantly betterwith the perception ofhuman observers
than straight CIELAB calculations. For textured images, on average S-CIELAB predicts smaller
color difference values compared to those predicted by straight CIELAB. In most cases this
corresponds well with human visual perception. However, S-CIELAB is not the final answer to
the problem of ametric for texture pattern or complex image difference evaluations. It failed to
predict accurately the "image distortion
maps"
measured with JPEG-DCT reproductions in the
experiments by Zhang andWandell.
20
Chapter II. Measuring texture
With advances in spectrophotometers and recent refinements of color-difference formulae, the
instrumental methods ofquality control are becoming more and more popular. However,
automatic measurements can be reliable onlywhen a significant agreement has been achieved
between the predictions based on measurements and the visual assessment data. Relatively good
agreement has been achieved for instrumental pass-fail quality control for uniform surface color,
such as paint samples with smooth surface. However, such robustness of a color-difference
formula can not be extended to surfaces with relief, such as carpet, textured plastic, etc.
In spectrophotometric measurements of surface color two main geometric configurations are
employed formeasuring reflectance of surface color: 45/0 and
d/0.24'25
The latter is referred to
sometimes as d/8 geometry. In the 45/0 geometry, the sample is illuminated at
45
angle to the
surface. The measurement is made at
0
to the sample normal. With 45/0 instruments, the
measurements are highly affected by the reliefof the surface. The d/8 sphere geometry is used to
diffusely illumination the specimen and collects reflected light at the position of
8
to the normal
of the sample surface. Such diffuse illumination corresponds to the illumination in the light
booth where visual evaluations are normallymade. Since most samples exhibit gloss, two
measuring modes are used to
account for it. When the gloss trap in the spectrophotometer is
engaged, total reflected light from the
surface of the sample is measured. This method is referred
in this thesis by the acronym SPIN (.specular
included). When the gloss trap is in the open
21
position, the contribution of gloss is effectively subtracted. This mode is know as SPEX
(.specular excluded).
We measured reflectance of textured and smooth surfaces of aplastic sample used in automobile
interior finish manufacturing. This sample is made from one piece of dark blue-gray plastic with
several molded surface patterns. It offers an advantage of all surfaces being made out of same
material, thus eliminating colorant variations. The variation in reflectance was expected to come
from the difference in the surface structure. Five surface types of this sample could be described
as follows:
1 . Smooth shiny surface with high gloss
2. Pearlescent surface
3. Fine grit matte surface (Matte 1)
4. Fine grit matte surface (Matte 2)
5. Textured surface with relief
The surfaces exhibited very different
appearances when viewed in the light booth. However,
when reflectance was measured on the d/0 spectrophotometer in the SPIN mode very little
difference in the reflectance factor was found (Figure 1). The observed minor differences
are
likely to be the result ofmultiple
absorptions caused by scattering. The lowest reflectance of the
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Figure 2. Spectral reflectance ofvarious surfaces measured
in SPEX mode on theMacbeth ColorEye 7000 d/0
spectrophotometer.
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When the same surfaces were measured in SPEX mode, the only significant distinction could be
made between the high gloss surface and other surfaces (Figure 2).
These results demonstrate that spectrophotometric measurements using d/0 geometry allow one
only to distinguish between highly glossy and matte surfaces. Such distinction correlates with
the visual experience - the surface with high gloss is perceived darker than matte surfaces when
viewed at approximately
45
angle to the surface. However, the measurements offer no
discrimination between matte, metallic, and texture with relief surfaces. Visually, these surfaces
appear dramatically different. In subjective assessment by several observers, the average
brightness of a large area of the surface appears to be different for each texture sample in side-
by-side comparisons in the light booth. However, no such difference was found in the
measurements. Thus, one might hypothesize that texture influences the perception of the
average brightness of surface color. This question is addressed in our psychophysical
experiment I (see below).
A distinct characteristic of texture surface with relief is the pattern of light scattering, which
changes with the angle of illumination. This contributes to the perception ofhighlights and
shadows that to a great extent determine the appearance of a texture pattern. The appearance of
pearlescent or metallic paints, widely used in the automotive industry, is also highly affected by
the angle of illumination. We evaluated the influence of the angle of illumination on the amount
of light reflected by several texture surfaces under standard viewing conditions. The
measurements of a
1
area at a distance ca. 1 m. were made with the PR650 PhotoResearch
spectroradiometer of the sample placed in the light booth. The texture samples were placed in
24
the light booth at different angles to the surface of the light booth table. Schematically, the setup
is shown on Figure 3.
Figure 3. The setup for measurements of spectral irradiance of texture surfaces in the light booth at various angles
of illumination.
The PR650 PhotoResearch spectroradiometer was placed at the normal viewer's position,
approximately
45
to the surface of the table of the light booth. This position was chosen to
simulate the normal viewing geometry used in color difference evaluations. A pressed halon
tablet was used as approximation of the Lambertian diffuser. All measurements were normalized
to the measured spectral irradiance ofpressed halon in calculations of the reflectance factors.
The D65 simulator in the light booth was the source illumination. The results of these
measurements are shown on Figure 4. The pearlescent surface does not show a significant
change within the normal viewing angle positions. This correlates with visual experience, where
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Figure 4. Change in the reflectance factor for a texture surface with relief (left) and a pearlescent surface (right) as a
function of the angle of illumination. The angle of illumination corresponds to the angle between the normal to the
sample surface and the normal to the table surface of the light booth. The reflectance factor is calculated as the
average over 380-730 nm.
The perception of
"sparkling"
of the pearlescent sample is largely evoked through the motion,
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Figure 5. Color difference (AE*ab) between measurements obtained at
different angles of illumination and the
measurement at
0
angle (flat on the light booth table).
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change in the average reflectance with the maximum plateau between
10-30
to the surface. This
reflectance pattern is typical of the diffuse component.
The values of AE*ab calculated from the measurements are presented in Figure 5. The CIELAB
values, corresponding to the plate at at
0
angle (flat on the light booth table), were selected as a
standard. The AE ab was calculated for each measurement in relation to this standard. Based on
the average reflectance values shown in Figure 4, smooth curves were expected. Instead, the
texture with relief showed significant fluctuation with two minima and two maxima. The
pearlescent sample showed two peaks with a significant dip is also observed around 30. When
the colorimetric coordinates of each measurement were plotted in the x,y-chromaticies space, it
was found that no significant deviation from linearity occurred (Figure 6). Thus, the non-
linearity could be attributed to the non-uniformities ofCIELAB space and L contribution in
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Figure 6. Chromaticity diagrams of the measurements
obtained at different angles of illumination (see text for
details). A - pearleascent sample; B
- texture with relief.
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To further investigate the influence of texture, psychophysical experiments were performed,
which discussed below.
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Chapter III. Experiment I: Average brightness matching
The goal the first experiment was to test the hypothesis that perceived brightness of a textured
surface is equal to the average brightness of that surface. One way to test this hypothesis is by
comparing brightness perception of a textured surface and uniform field of the same size, whose
*
average L are identical. If the hypothesis outlined above is correct, than the average observer
would find no perceptual difference in the brightness of textured and uniform areas of the same
average L . A psychophysical procedure, based on the method of adjustment was used, where an
observer matched the brightness of a uniform field to the perceived brightness of textured surface
or its image.
Texture image capture
A plastic plate with several texture patterns molded on the surface was used as a physical
template to create texture images. The plate was photographed using black-and-white silver
halide film with a medium format camera on 274 size film. An array of images was taken under
two illumination conditions: directional lighting and diffuse lighting. A schematic representation
of the directional lighting setup is illustrated in Figure 7. The texture samples were
photographed at
0
angle to the normal to the plate (perpendicular to the surface of the plate).
Two lights were positioned on one side of the sample at the following angles to the plate normal:
0, 60, 45, 30 and 15 degrees. The diffuse lighting
was simulated by the conventionalMacbeth
lighting booth (see Figure 3). In that case,
the texture plate was photographed from the normal
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viewer's vintage point of ca.
30
to the plate normal, which was placed horizontally in the middle
of the light booth. The images were printed on black in white photographic paper and scanned
using Linotype-Hell flatbed scanner at 150 dpi resolution. Two scanned images were selected to
represent diffuse and directional illumination. The image selected to simulate directional
illumination corresponded to the
60
angle of illumination or
30
angle to the surface of the plate.
Camera
Texture sample
Figure 7. A diagram of lighting setup for image capture to simulate directional lighting.
The image was chosen based on the desired representation of texture relief. The selected images
are shown on Figure 8. The image corresponding to the directional illumination was designated
as texture type I, the image corresponding to diffuse illumination
- as texture type II.
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In order to create two types of texture roughly classified as "fine and
"coarse,"
a region of type I
image was enlarged by scanning the original photograph at 300 dpi. This texture was designated





Directional illumination, type I Diffuse illumination, type II
>Wr
1-
Directional illumination, type JTI
Figure 8. The images corresponding to diffuse
and directional illumination geometries.
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Stimuli generation
All stimuli were presented on a Sony TrinitronMultiscan 15sfmonitor, which was modified by
the manufacturer to increase its peak luminance. The monitor was controlled by aMacintosh
PowerPC. The software for the monitor calibration was written by E.Montag of theMunsell
Color Science Lab and used with minormodifications for the purposes of this thesis. The
monitor was calibrated using Gain, Offset, and Gamma (GOG) model described by
Berns.34
The
software to design and run psychophysical experiments was written inMATLAB using





Radius ThunderPower 30/1920 video card was used in conjunction with the software to enable
10-bit resolution per channel. The three texture images were imported as TIFF files to Matlab.
The average L was specified as follows. The Psychophysics Toolbox allocates 256 entries for
the currently displayed window, which are indexed through the 10-bit lookup table. In order to
maintain the highest possible precision of the match
L*
the images were allocated 64 entries,
thus leaving 1 92 entries for the background and grayscale specification. The mean linear
grayscale value for the image was specified by the desired L via the lookup table, derived from
the CRT calibration. This approach allowed a simple and fast redrawing of the image in real
time. The values of
L*
used in data analysis were obtained bymeasuring the average
L*
of the
displayed images. There was a small average deviation of the measured
L*
from the exact
desired L*, which resulted from the calibration model. However, this did not affect the analysis
of the data. The matching stimulus patch
L*
was specified with 10-bit precision. The
L*
value of
the matching uniform field could be accurately
calculated through the GOG model. The x,y-
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chromaticities remained reasonably constant throughout the range ofdisplay luminance used in
the experiment, as measured with LMT colorimeter. For each of the three textures the average
image
L*
was specified at five levels: 20, 40, 60, 70, and 80. An additional set of images with
expanded contrast was created by applying a sigmoid compression to a 10-bit linear gray scale
and sampling it at equally spaced 64 points. The images were rendered using this 64-level gray
scale. All images of the expanded dynamic range were around L* = 50.
Psychophysical experiment
The experimental display set-up is presented on Figure 9. The texture and uniform field stimuli
were presented as square images and had a size of 1 1 cm xl 1 cm, with 4 cm gap in between. At
the normal viewing distance of 18 in., each image field subtended
13.5
angle. There was no
hairline border around each image field. Also, there was no white border around the display
field (such as in the experiment JT, seepage 54). The colorimetric characteristics of the display
window are presented in the Table I.









The experiment was carried out in a dark room. Observers were asked to match the perceived
brightness of the texture images with the uniform field by adjusting the brightness of that field
with a slider bymoving the mouse. Each observer made total of 72 matches with four randomly
repeated presentations of each stimulus (L*: Texture type). In addition, theymade 48 matches of
3 texture images with
L*
ca.50. A total of 10 observers with normal color vision participated in
the experiment. Observers made six practice matches with uniform gray patches in the image
window. No specific strategy in evaluating the average perceived brightness was given to the
observers.
11 cm 11 cm




Figure 10 shows the accuracy of
L*
calculations based on the calibration analytical model. One
observer (ALK) made matches and measured their XYZ values with the LMT colorimeter. The
XYZ values of the matches were measured with LMT colorimeter and
L*
values were calculated
(denoted in Figure 10 asMeasured L*). The corresponding
L*
were also calculated from the
RGB values of the matches according to the GOG model (denoted in Figure 9 as
L*
calculated
from RGB). The differences between GOG model predictions and the measurements was, on
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calculated from the GOG model.
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Figure 1 1 shows the average results for the 10 observers for each of the three textures. The error
bars signify one standard deviation. The observer variability was the highest when
L*
of the
texture image was closest to that of the background. One possible explanation for this effect is
that when the L of the matching stimulus was close to that of the background, the boundaries
between the patch and the background area started to disappear. The natural tendency of











































Figure 1 1 . Results of the average texture image brightness
experiment. Data points represent the average pooled
data from 10 observers. The line ( ) represents a fitted
regression line. The error bars are twice the standard
error.
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box was either higher or lower than the
L*
of the background. Doing so might have led to a
higher spread in the data points for this value of L*. This trend is apparent for some, but not all
observers. Adding a black line around each patch might prevent this effect. The individual
observer data can be found in Appendix A.
The matching data were analyzed using regression analysis. The results are presented in Table JT
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Figure 12. Examples ofmatching experiments with the stimuli of average value of
L*
around 50.
For all three texture types no significant deviations from linearitywere found in the pooled
observer dataset. However, there were statistically significant difference (F-statistic) in the
slope of the regression line for the three texture types. The slope for texture type JT stimuli was
slightly lower than unity. There was
an increase in the value of the slope found for texture HI by
15%. No change in the value of the slope was found for texture type I.
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Table II. The regression analysis for the matching data.
Regression Texture image
parameters
Type I Typell TypeJTI
Slope 1.01 0.94 1.15
Offset -0.79 3.76 -9.13
r2
99.5 99.8 99.2
The results implicate that for texture type II and HI, the darker images appear darker and the
lighter images appear lighter. This suggests increased gain in
L*
function. One possible
explanation for this apparent change might be a change in image contrast associated with each
texture type. Ifwe consider the histograms of the textured images in Figure 13, it can be noted
the type JT image has the narrowest dynamic range compared to other two textures. If image





where L*qo is the
L*
value corresponding to 90% ofpixels on the cumulative histogram, and L ]0
is the
L*
value corresponding to 10% ofpixels on the cumulative histogram, then the values of
contrast for each
L*
level can be calculated. The contrast values for each image stimulus are
shown in Table in.
The contrast is the lowest for texture type JT, and the highest for texture m. Based on the results
of the experiment, the level of contrast of the images
for each texture type appears to correlate
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Table HI shows that the level of contrast varies significantlywith the value ofL*. However, the
highest deviation from the perfect match (texture type HI,
L*
= 20) has the same contrast as most
images of the texture type I, where no deviation from the perfect match line was found.
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Texture type III
Figure 13. Histograms of for three texture images. The
grayscale has 64 levels. In setting the average
L*
of the
image, the desired value of
L*
was assigned to the level corresponding to the mean grayscale intensity.
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Fairchild found similar evidence against the influence of the image contrast on the perception
of average brightness. He showed that for the average observer the contrast of the image did not
affect the overall brightness perception of images. In that experiment, the relative luminance,
integrated over the image, was set equal to that of the background. When compared with our
results, one could notice that the pivotal point for the regression lines is found to lie in the range
of
L*
values 50-60 (see Figure 1 1). This range of
L*
represents the area where the minimal
Table HI. Image contrast of texture images at various levels ofL*
L*
Texture
Type I TypeH Typem
20 0.34 0.08 0.18
40 0.21 0.09 0.59
50*
0.76 0.76 0.76
60 0.15 0.06 0.45
70 0.14 0.05 0.32
80 0.12 0.05 0.30
* images with expanded dynamic range
difference between the average measured L of the image and L of the match is found.
TheL*
of the background in our experiments was also around the value of 50.
As in the experiments ofFairchild, individual observers in our experiment showed small, but
consistent trends in their deviations from the perfect match (see Figure 12, and Appendix B).
However, on average, no particular trend prevailed. The deviations from the perfect match were
statistically significant only at the extremes
of the tested range. Hence, there appears to be no
contradiction between the Fairchild data and our results. One significant difference between the
images used in the experiments by Fairchild and the ones used in this research is their
three-
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dimensional characteristics. In the experiments by Fairchild a two-dimensional random
checkerboard pattern was used. The images in our experiments were designed to convey the
illusion of three-dimensional texture, as defined by highlights and shadows. All images in the
Fairchild research were two-dimensional patterns. Perhaps, the illusion of three-dimensionality,
facilitated by shading and highlights, triggers cognitive mechanisms which lead to the different
perception of three-dimensional object brightness than that of a two-dimensional pattern.
In conclusion, the lightness matching experiment showed that, on average, there was no
statistically significant difference between the observermatch and the average L of the image.
However, there is a definitive trend in perception ofdarker images of coarse texture as being
darker than they are. Each individual observer exhibited a characteristic trend in making a
match, dissimilar to other observers. However, those individual trends average to an almost
perfect match.
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Chapter IV. Experiment II: Color difference evaluation of texture
Adaptive psychophysicalmethods in color difference research
In visual experiments involving color stimuli, a threshold describes quantitatively the ability of
the observer to see a just detectable change in a color. An important aspect of the idea of
threshold is its probabilistic nature. In other words, one cannot determine the threshold by a
single response to a single stimulus. As most physiological responses, visual perception involves
some degree ofuncertainty, so that thresholds are defined probabilistically. The probability of
seeing as a function of stimulus intensity forms a probability distribution, known as a
psychometric function. Because of the probabilistic nature of the psychometric function, no
single level ofprobability serves as the
"true"
value of threshold. Theoretically, any non-zero
probability level may be defined as threshold.
In color difference research a
"tolerance"
threshold is often used, which results from measuring
suprathreshold color differences based on a standard anchor pair difference. The term "tolerance
threshold"
is used throughout this thesis to denote the suprathreshold tolerance threshold
measured base on an anchor pair of 1 AE 94.
TheMunsell Color Science Laboratory has traditionally employed the method of constant
stimuli for color difference experiments, where an observer is presented with an anchor pair with
a quantitatively pre-defined color difference
maintained constant throughout the experiment, and
a test pair. Test pairs are taken from a pool of samples pairs with a range of color difference.
The observer usually performs a pass/fail experiment,
where the task is to determine if the test
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pair has a greater or smaller color difference than the anchor
pair.1,37
The data are then analyzed
by probit or logit statistical analysis to obtain the threshold values. One of the advantages of this
procedure is that it allows to define limits of tolerance in particular direction around a point in
the color space, if the data points were carefully sampled. The main disadvantage is that the
experimenter must choose a set of constant stimuli apriori, based on some knowledge ofwhere
the threshold could be. If the sampling range is chosen such that the values of threshold are to
close to the edge of the range, then a large number of trials may become useless in providing
information about the
"true"
value threshold. Another drawback of the constant stimuli method
is that the value of thresholdmay be affected by the chosen range, causing the value of threshold
to move closer to the middle of the range.
An alternative to the described method of constant stimuli is adaptive psychophysical procedures
of threshold determination. Most of these are based on modified staircases procedures, where
the magnitude of the stimulus that is presented is based on the observer's previous response.
This is in contrast to the method of constant stimuli, where the observer goes through a random
sequence ofpre-determined stimuli regardless of the response. One advantage of the staircase
procedure is that experimenter only needs to have a
"ball-park"
estimate ofwhere the threshold
might be located. After only a few trials, the procedure converges to a narrow range around the
threshold.
A modified adaptive probit estimation was suggested byWatt and
Andrews.29
It is based on the
classical method of constant stimuli with amodification affecting the placement of stimuli. The
experimental session is divided into blocks of constant-stimuli runs. Each block contains
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differently spaced number of stimuli. After each block is run, the next block is chosen to
optimize the stimulus spacing according to the best estimate of the threshold. The decision is
made based upon an intermediate probit analysis of the data of the two previous blocks. The
final estimates are derived from a probit analysis of all trials. This is an attempt to minimize the
main problem of the method of constant stimuli - a large number ofwasted stimulus trials due to
the poor guess of the threshold range. However, a block of stimuli must be completed by the
observer in order to determine the next best range. This is similar to the pilot procedure practice,
where the experimenter makes a trial run with the best choice of the stimuli range and spacing.
Based upon the outcome, the range is modified. However, it is impractical to involve many
observers in the pilot run. This can lead to the underestimation of the population variance. The
adaptive block procedure allows centering the range for each specific observer in a more optimal
way.
Bayesian adaptive methods of threshold determination
When Bayesian adaptive methods are used, the goal is to utilize all the available information to
present next stimulus with an intensity as close as possible to the true value of threshold
(unknown at that point). The strategy in Bayesian procedures of threshold determination is not
to consider the next stimulus intensity as a fixed parameter, but rather to describe the next
stimulus as a probability distribution of all
possible stimuli. The stimulus chosen is based on the
criterion for the most probable stimulus.
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Formally, this idea can be described as follows. Let variable S represent the stimulus intensity.
Let variable T to be a random variable representing threshold. It can be described by its
probability density function (&D<Fr), which specifies the probability of any 'Tat all values ofS.
This function is based on our a priori knowledge of <7and often is chosen to be represented by a





The <PD<Fr, in turn, is function of a certain response parameter r, such that re ^{0,1} for
"yes/no"
responses). All previous data in the experiment forms annx2 matrix R [r S] ofpairs
of responses and corresponding stimulus intensities, which has been accumulated after n trials.







In this equation, &D<Fq-(1) specifies apriori probability that threshold lies at the point T.
&D<FR\r(R\?) is probability density function derived based on the data (responses and stimuli),
conditional upon threshold t. <FD<F<n is a prior probability density function of the data, and the
<FD<Fr\R(R | T) is a prior probability density function of
threshold before the latest trial.
This new <RD<F<r (&D<F<r\R(T\R) in the equation (1) is also known as the posterior probability
density function30. It contains all the available
information about the threshold obtained so far:
responses, prior estimate, and all the
assumptions. Ifwe consider the i-th trial, when the stimulus
Si is presented, then the probability that





where pi(ri,Sj) is the probability of the response r( provided stimulus sf. As mentioned earlier, the
"yes"
response is denoted as r = 1, and no response as r = 0. Ifwe convert the stimulus variable




responses, such that there sum must add to unity
p('Z;0|Si)
= l-p(l|si), (eq.3)
An important corollary of this relationship is that the shape of the psychometric function
becomes independent of the log(rT). The psychometric function is then give by
Vi% ri = i)
= {log(Si) - log(T)}, (eq.4)
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where T(x) is a canonical form of the psychometric function.
These theoretical considerations were applied in the development of the adaptive threshold
determination procedure
QUEST,32
which was used for threshold determination in this thesis.
QUEST adaptive procedure
Assumptions
The following assumptions are made in the QUEST procedure:
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1 . The shape of the psychometric function does not change, when the stimulus strength is
defined in log units.
2. The subject threshold does not vary from trial to trial.
3. Individual trials are statistically independent
The QUEST procedure is a. parametric method of threshold determination, which implies that
the form of the psychometric function is chosen a priori with one or more parameters estimated
by the experimenter. These parameters include the initial threshold value and the slope of the
psychometric function. The QUEST uses aWeibull distribution as a psychometric function of
choice. Watson and Pelli employed this distribution due to "its excellent empirical description of
psychometric data in wide variety of
conditions"
as the basis for their choice. This
psychometric function is described by the following equation:
p(l,s,<2)
= l-5-(l-Y-5)exp[-10p(s-^e)] (5)
The parameters of this function account for the following events. The parameter y is the false
positive rate, which specifies the probability of responding
"yes"
to the intensity below the
threshold. The value ofy is normally chosen as
0.5. The parameter P specifies the slope of the
psychometric function. For two-alternative forced choice design, it is usually set to 3.5.
However, it may be varied by the experimenter depending
on the procedure. The following
consideration should be kept inmind. For shallow slopes, the posterior PDF may be to broad to
achieve reasonable confidence intervals within shorter sessions.
On the other hand, a steeper
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slope may result in PDF being too narrow and converge too quickly to a presumed threshold
interval, which may not be optimal. It may be important when the initial threshold guess is far
from the true threshold and the number of trial small. In our experiment, after initial trial runs,
we found that the value of p parameter set to 2.5 results inmore accurate convergence to the
threshold interval. The term 8 determines the
"lapse"
rate, i.e. the false negative rate or the
probability of
"no"
response when the stimulus intensity is above threshold. For two-alternative
forced choice procedure, it is usually specified as 0.01 . It accounts for erroneously pressed key
or any othermistake of that nature. The factor s is known as threshold criterion and defines the
optimum positioning of the threshold. Parameter T is the threshold, specified normally as the
probability of 75% of
"yes"
response. However, other values can be used. We used default
setting in the QUEST procedure (of 82%). Two additional important criteria of the procedure
need to be specified by the experimenter: next stimulus intensity estimation criterion (the placing
rule) and the termination rule.
Placement rule
The next stimulus is chosen based on the best guess for the true threshold. In the QUEST
algorithm, there are three available ways to specify the best next guess from the posterior <PD<F<r :
-3-5
mode (maximum likelihood), median ormean. King-Smith et al. showed that using the mean
of the posterior PDF result in better efficiency and less measurement bias than the mode. Based
on that research, we used the mean-QUEST strategy
for the selection of the next stimulus.
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Termination rule
The termination rules dictate the number of trials after which the experiment should stop. Most
implementations advise a fixed number of trials with the rule-of-thumb number of 50
recommended by
Truetwein.30
The final estimate made by QUEST is the threshold
corresponding to the mean of the posterior PDF after the last trial.
Application ofQUEST to color tolerance estimation
The following conventions are used in the discussion. The size of the color difference is referred
to by the general psychophysical term "intensity of the stimulus". Test pairs and not individual
images are referred to as "stimuli".
In many cases, the experimenter does not have the luxury ofutilizing a continuous scale for the
stimulus of interest. The experimenter's dilemma at this point becomes the choice between the
size of a step and the size of the stimuli range. A smaller step improves the accuracy of
predictions, but increases the risk that the observer's threshold falls outside the smaller range. If
a wider range is chosen to ensure that the threshold lies within it, then the size of the step has to
be increased, thereby increasing the uncertainty ofdetermination. Our stimuli were images, in
which case computer hardware limitations became a decisive factor
-
only limited number of
images could be stored in memory during the experiment. Thus, a choice of the size of a step
became important. In previous experiments byMontag and Berns the tolerances in
L*
for
texture images ranged from 3 to 10 units ofAE*94- Therefore, establishing a range of5 units
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around each color center would be required. The uncertainty of the threshold estimation in the
Montag and Berns research was relatively high due to significant variability in the observer data.
Therefore, defining a step of one unit ofAE*94 between each stimuli appeared to be reasonable.
Setting the step size to one unit required 90 images per color center. Reducing step size to 0.5
would require 180 images, which were beyond the hardware capabilities of the computer.
Reducing the range to 5 units ofAE*94 was thought unreasonable formultiobserver experiments,
as it was proven later - many observers placed their threshold estimates close to 5 units AE*94
away from the initial threshold guess.
Another issue in the QUEST application for our color difference experiments was the
interpolation between the continuous scale of stimulus intensity used by the algorithm and the
discrete nature of the stimuli. As mentioned above, the stimulus intensity scale in our
experiments was defined in units ofAE 94 color difference. The stimuli (textured images) were
divided into several groups. The images from each group (e.g. variable L , constant C and H ,
texture type I) were indexed to form an ordered series, such that the difference in indexes
represented the difference in units ofAE*94. For example, the value ofAE*94 between Image 1
and Image 4 in the group was equal to 3. The QUEST procedure, on the other hand, assumes
continuous scale and changes the intensity accordingly from trial to trial. Thus, the algorithm
provided by the experimenter had to be designed to perform an interpolation between the
continuous variable of the next stimulus intensity, Is, estimated by QUEST, and discrete stimuli
intensity, S; and Si+i. The interpolation algorithm was chosen to be a simple rounding to the
nearest integer of the QUEST threshold estimate. The value of threshold and the color difference
were bound by a direct 1:1 relationship. Pilot
experiments demonstrated that QUEST converges
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quickly (less than 10 trials) to the range between just two discrete stimuli, as shown in Figure 14.
Thus, the choice of stimuli was either a choice between two levels or one stimulus to be
presented many times. To avoid bias that could result from the same stimulus (or two stimuli)
presentationmany times, it was important to randomly sample the full range of the stimuli. A
pair of images was chosen randomly before each presentation from all available combination for
the current value of threshold.
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Figure 14. Examples ofQUEST threshold sessions (see text for details). Open squares represent the physical
stimulus intensity (AE*94 value of color difference for test pair), the
filled diamonds represent the values of threshold
estimated by QUEST procedure.
Figure 14 shows several examples of the QUEST session from two different observers. It can be
noted that the threshold curve asymptotically approaches
the threshold defined by one of the two
stimuli or the value between the two stimuli. This is most likely a consequence of the size of the
step between the stimuli. With the size
of a step equal 1 and a
small number of trials, the
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accuracy of threshold determination is unlikely to be better than 0.5. However, for a significant
number of trials (on average more than 25), the accuracy of the threshold prediction depends on
the frequencies of
"yes/no"
responses to a small number of stimuli intensities (in our case the
number of stimuli is usually two). Therefore, the accuracy of interpolation between two stimuli
intensities closest to the current threshold estimate improves with increased number of trials. The
number of
"reversals"
determines the accuracy of the final estimate - the higher the number, the
closer the stimulus intensity is to the
"true"
value of threshold. A
"reversal"
is understood as a
change in the observers response from the previous trial(s). The frequency ofreversals also
determines the size of a step in the QUEST choice of the next stimulus intensity.
The probability of threshold in the QUEST procedure set to 0.82 provides an assurance that the
difference is detected. With this setting, the experimenter can be certain that the difference is
detected before presenting a stimulus of lower intensity. Thus, the choice of the outcome
corresponding to the
"yes"
response determines if the upper or lower limit is determined with
certainty. In our case, the upper limit was determined with higher certainty, indicating that the
true threshold is likely to be no greater than our estimation, but it may be lower. Since all
thresholds in our experiment have been determined using the same criterion, it is reasonable to
assume that if the
"true"
threshold is lower, it is over-estimated by an approximately the same
value for all measured thresholds. Thus, our relative analyses of determined thresholds should
not be affected by this possible uncertainty.
One should remember that the QUEST procedure operates on log scale of stimulus intensities.
Though the effect ofusing log scale procedure with linear color difference scale was not fully
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investigated, it was found to provide adequate results in converging to the threshold. One might
provide the following theoretical support of such practice. Since the color difference scaling is
performed in the CIELAB space, which uses a cube root transformation of linear visual stimulus
values, it might be reasonable to treat the color difference scale as already linearized with respect
to perceptually non-linear visual stimuli scale, such as luminance scale.
Experiment II
Psychophysical procedure
The psychophysical procedure used in this experiment is based on the pass-fail or greater/less
than procedure. The procedure consists of a series of trials, where the observer is presented
with two pairs of samples with a task to decide which pair has a greater color difference between
its halves (Figure 15). A sample defined as an "anchor
pair"
consists of two gray uniform fields,
which differ by 1 unit AE 94. The colorimetric values of this pair do not change from trial to
trial. In order to minimize the affect of the orientation of the anchor pair (darker field on the top
or the bottom of the pair) on the outcome of the trial, the orientation of the anchor pair was
randomly chosen at the beginning of the trial. The pair presented on the right, the "test
pair,"
was composed of two texture or uniform field images, whose average CIELAB values were
predetermined. The images in a single test pair were always of the same texture type. Doing so
eliminated texture type as a variable in each series (L*C*H*). Direct texture comparison was
beyond the scope of this research.
A black, 1 pixel, border separated each pair. It also separated two halves of each pair. In order
to avoid adaptation effects to the tested color or anchor pair, a gray pair of identical top and
bottom was presented between each trial in the place of the test pair for the duration of 1 second.


















The flowchart for the test pair selection is presented in Figure 16. There were a total of 90
texture images created for each color center. Each texture type group contained 30 images.
Each of these 30 image groups was composed of 3 subgroups of 10 images per color space
direction (L*,
C*
or H*). Test pairs were formed from these 10 image subgroups. The order of
images was important, because the distance between images directly corresponded with the color
difference between them as defined below.
For each segment, the number ofcombinations ofpairs, corresponding to each value ofAE94 is
(in one unit steps) is resented in Table IV.
Table IV. The number ofpair combinations for each value ofAE 94.
Size of the difference Number of all possible










A test pair of images was formed as follows. Suppose that the next
trial QUEST procedure calls
for the color difference value of 3 units AE*94. A pair from a pool of
all possible combinations of
pairs of 3 unit difference (in this case 7) is randomly selected as the next stimulus. The random
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selection from a number of combinations has the following advantages. First, it allows us to
determine the average threshold for the chosen direction around the color center. Second, it

























Figure 16. The flowchart of stimuli specification.
One could argue that with a difference step between stimuli equal to one AE 94 unit the precision
of threshold determination could not be higher than 0.5 units ofAE 94 However, the algorithm
quickly (after 4-5 trials) comes to the points were it toggles between just two levels of threshold
defined by the stimulus intensity step size. Based on the frequency of responses to each of them,
the final value of threshold is determined by QUEST. The large number of repetitive judgments
allows for the estimate of threshold with precision higher than half the step size of the procedure.
In this experiment II, the step size was 1 AE*94 unit for all color centers except neutral for which
it was of0.5 AE*94. The step was decreased for




Observers were instructed to assess the overall color difference between two halves of the test
pair and decide if this difference was greater than or less than of the anchor pair. It was stressed
that the decisive factor should be the magnitude of the color difference in comparison with the
anchor pair and not a noticeable difference between two halves of the test pair. The observers
were asked not to make the decision immediately, but not to spend longer than 5-10 seconds.
Staring at the images for an extended period of time could result in adaptation to the color of the
test pair itself. Head movements were allowed. However, the observers were asked to maintain
their head position at constant distance of 1 8 -20 inch distance from the screen.
Experimental setup
The visual experiment was carried out in a darkened room. The use of a CRT monitor has an
advantage of flexibility in specification of the stimuli and has been shown before to provide
accurate results similar to the obtained with the physical
samples.43
The stimuli were presented
on a calibrated CRT in the dark environment. The monitor was calibrated according to GOG
model (gain, offset, and gamma), described in by
Berns.34
Ambient flare and glass plate inter-
reflection were incorporated in the model. This analytic model
was used to generate RGB digital
counts for the average CIELAB values of the texture
images or uniform fields. These
analytically derived RGB
values were used only for the stimuli
generation. The actual
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colorimetric values measured for the area integrated over the whole texture image were used in
the color difference calculations. These average color difference values between images were
used data analysis and are presented in Appendix D). The measurements were made with the
LMT C-1200 colorimeter.
Choice of the Color centers
The color centers were chosen to satisfy two criteria. First, the color coordinates for the centers
should be chosen near those recommended by the
CIE.35
Second, the color coordinates should
fall within the gamut of the CRT such that the realistic rendering of the images was possible. In
other words, it was desirable for the images to retain their apparent three-dimensional quality,
which characterizes the original physical object. The average colorimetric values for the selected
color centers are presented in Table V. To maintain the naming consistent with the CIE
guidelines, the centers are referred to by the corresponding CIE recommended center name. The








85) lightness level. The same is true for the Red center. For the Green
center, the coordinate had to be adjusted in order to
fit within the CRT gamut. Under the CIE
specified colorimetry for the green center, the
points close to the segment limits fell out of the
gamut.
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Neutral Very desarurated peach 58.12 3.50 0.52 3.54 8.5
Red Orange 64.44 36.30 55.57 66.37 56.9
Yellow Greenish-yellow 54.26 -2.50 31.08 31.10 94.6
Green Bluish-green 48.34 -15.88 -6.28 17.07 201.5
Blue Blue 25.52 9.50 -23.59 25.43 292.0
Stimuli specification in the QUEST procedure
A constant step-difference between a pair of stimuli was expressed in units ofAE*94, because the
CIE94 color difference formula tends to provide a better correlation with perceptual differences.
Two opposing factors were taken into consideration in choosing the magnitude of the difference
between pairs of stimuli: the precision of threshold determination and the limitations of the
experiments involving human observers. The number of trials in the QUEST procedure was set
to 40 trials per threshold. For each color center, with 4 texture types per center, and 3 directions
in the color space (L*, C*, H*) it would require each subject to make 480 observations per
observer, provided that each segment contains 10 points. Color difference evaluation
experiments, especially the ones that involve asymmetric evaluations,
provide certain difficulty
formost observers. Total of480 observations per session is, perhaps, close to the limit of the
tolerable session length of the psychophysical experiment for a normal human observer.
Therefore, each experimental session was devoted to a single color
center. Too long an
experiment might, in fact, adversely affect the precision of
threshold determination due to less
careful observer judgments at the end of the session. As mentioned above, a step of 1 unit AE*94
was thought to be reasonable, based on the results of
previous experiments. Ten test points in
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each stimuli group would provide a range of 10 units AE*94. A large inter-observer variability
found in the experiments ofMontag and
Berns41
well justified the 10-unit choice of the range.
It is well known that the choice of the anchor pair and the psychophysical method used may
influence the values of determined
thresholds.1,15
Therefore, uniform test pairs were also used in
the experiment as a control that allowed us to compare our results with previously published.
Texture stimuli generation
The flowchart of stimuli generation is presented on Figure 17. Texture stimuli were generated
from the three gray texture images used in the experiment I. This texture images served as
templates for a texture-mapping program. The program was written by Garrett Johnson, who also
expanded it for the purposes of this research. It is based on the spectral color 3-D rendition
algorithm developed
earlier36
by the same author. In this research, the input color was given as
an RGB triplet, since the simulated viewing illuminant remained constant (D65)..
The bump-mapping computer graphics technique allows to create a textured image
representation of a physical surface from a texture template provided by the user. The user can
also interactively define the lighting (diffuse or directional), the position
of the light source (if
directional lighting is used) , and the power of the
source. The last option must be changed
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(average RGB = RGB of the stimulus)
Figure 17. Flowchart of the texture stimuli generation.
within in the code for this version of the program. Finding the right setting to match the desired
L was a trial-and-error process. The user can also modulate the "relief of the texture and view
the changes on the screen. The three texture templates were modified until the desired effect had
been achieved. The examples of the three final texture images are shown on Figure 18. The
texture images were divided into three categories, based on the pattern and surface illumination
they were designed to simulate. Type I images simulated a surface illuminated by directional
light and were characterized by a well-defined relief. Type II images simulated a diffusely
illuminated texture with shallow relief. Type m images were similar to type I, but were
characterized by a coarser surface with large bumps and flat areas.
The colorimetric characteristics of the texture images were determined as follows. Since the
texture-mapping program operates on images defined in
RGB space, user must provide an RGB
triplet that would be used by the program to define the average x,y chromaticities of the image.
The user can also change the average luminance of the image by setting the LightPower
statement in the program between 0 and 1 .
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For each series of stimuli, 30 images per color center, a set of the corresponding RGB was
calculated from the analytical model, derived from the calibration of the CRT display on which
the visual experiments were performed. Each RGB triplet specified the corresponding CIELAB
values for that particular display. This set ofRGB values was used as input for the texture-
mapping program. The resulting texture images were obtained as screen captures and written out





series. These images were imported as TIFF images byMATLAB, and
translated into RGB format. The average CIE3 1 XYZ were measured with the LMT colorimeter.
Using measurements of the CRT's phosphors, the tristimulus values were converted to those for
the CIELAB64
10
observer. The AE*94 value between successive images were calculated. The
measured color differences are presented in Appendix D. These measured AE*94 values were
used in the calculations of the tolerance threshold estimates obtained in visual experiments. The
final value of threshold was calculated bymultiplying the threshold estimates obtained with the
QUEST procedure by the corresponding value of the
"step"
size from the table (Appendix D).
The uniform stimuli were generated from the corresponding RGB sets used for texture images.
The uniform color patch was specified through the Psychophysics Toolbox inMatlab by
indexing through the provided 10-bit lookup table. This lookup table was generated using the




Figure 18. Examples of texture images used in the experiment. Type I images simulated a surface illuminated by
directional light and were characterized by well-defined relief. Type II images simulated a diffusely illuminated
texture with shallow relief. Type III images were similar to type I, but were characterized by more coarse surface
with large bumps and flat areas.
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Observations
Experiment H was divided into two parts. In the first part, two observers (ALK and EDM)
participated in multiple sessions per each color center (minimum four sessions per each color
center). Both made observations for all five color centers. In the second part additional
observers participated, who made observations only in one session per color center. Total of 16
additional observers participated in the part H One randomly selected observation per color
center from ALK and EDM datasets were included in the multiple observer data pool. Table VI
shows the number of subjects per each condition. All observers were color normal, according to
Ishihara plates, and ranged in age from 19 to 41 years old. The number ofobservations made by
a population of observers (referred to here as multiple observations) is too small to obtain a
reasonable estimate of inter-observer variability for the texture thresholds. However, additional
information from a small group of observers was sought to get additional validation of the
relative effects found for two observers (ALK and EDM). In addition, one center was chosen
(Green) to extend the individual results to the observer population. Total 10 subjects made
observations for the Green center.
During each session, each observer made 480 greater than/less than decisions for chromatic color
centers and 320 pair comparisons for the achromatic center.
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Table VI. The number of sessions for each color center. In the multiple observer category one
randomly selected observation from each ALK and EDM was included.
Number of sessions
Observers Neutral Red Green Yellow Blue
ALK 4 5 11 4 5
EDM 4 4 4 5 4
Multiple*
4 4 10 4 4
Results
Thresholds
The threshold estimates obtained with the QUEST procedure for observers ALK and EDM are
presented in Figure 19 (see also Table VILTable VHI and Table IX). Several initial observations
can be made from the plots. First, there is a good agreement between the data from observers
ALK and EDM. Similar trends could be found in each case. Second, the lightness thresholds
vary significantly between the color centers, indicating a non-uniformity of the CIELAB space
with respect to L*. In contrast, the thresholds in C dimension vary only slightly. A moderate
variation is observed for hue. Third, the thresholds for lightness appear to be higher then for
chroma and hue. The mean lightness threshold for uniform color fields is estimated at 2.2 AE*ab
for both observers. This estimate agrees reasonablywell with the average threshold for uniform
color patches reported earlier byMontag and
Berns37
in a similar research, using the same
physical CRT monitor, but employing a different psychophysical procedure and texture patterns
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Observer ALK Lightness thresholds
NEUTRAL YELLOW BLUE
Observer EOM Lightness thresholds
NEUTRAL YELLOW
Observer ALK Chroma thresholds
NEUTRAL YELLOW GREEN BLUE
Observer EDM Chroma thresholds
NEUTRAL YELLOW
Observer ALK Hue thresholds
YELLOW RED GREEN BLUE
Observer EDM Hue thresholds
YELLOW RED GREEN BLUE
I Texture type I Texture type II B Texture type III ? Uniform field
Figure 19. Tolerance threshold values for observers ALK and EDM for five color centers. Each vertical bar
represents the average of threshold values of individual observers. The ordinate is the average threshold values in
units ofDE*94. The error bars represent the standard deviation of the data.
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Figure 20. The lightness thresholds as a function of L*.
for the threshold determination. Such agreement allows for a direct comparison with the results
of that research.




for the data from observers ALK and
EDM, the plot is shown on Figure 20. It can be noted from Figure 20 that values of threshold
increase for low lightness. However, this does not indicate the low lightness dependency of the
tolerance thresholds, because the values ofhue and chroma of the stimuli vary as well.
Two parametric effects were under consideration in this research: a comparison of thresholds
texture pattern images and uniform fields, and a comparison ofwell defined texture (simulating
directional illumination) and subtle texture (simulating diffuse illumination). Table VII,Table
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Vm, and Table DC present a summary of the tolerance thresholds for the observers ALK and
EDM, and formultiple observer data. Each session produced 12 threshold estimates: 4 threshold
values for each pattern (texture types I throughm, and uniform field) in each of the three color
dimensions (L
, C , and H*). Accordingly, the data in each table is divided in three groups,
representing lightness, chroma, and hue dimensions. Each group includes four threshold values
for each of the three textures (labeled I, JT, m in the tables) and one uniform (labeled U)
stimulus. Each entry represents the average of at least four tolerance threshold values. These
threshold values were obtained in separate trials by either the same observer (in the case ofALK
and EDM), or different observers (at least four) in the case ofmultiple observers. The thresholds
multiple observers are presented in Figure 22.
Table VII. Estimated tolerance thresholds for the observer ALK
COLOR CENTER L
Texture type I II III U I II III U I II III U
Neutral 3.50 2.68 3.76 2.05 2.68 2.45 2.79 0.78 ... -
Yellow 4.60 3.42 5.29 2.25 2.81 2.70 3.05 1.70 3.50 3.45 3.34 1.86
Red 4.30 3.00 4.38 2.33 2.14 1.80 2.28 1.41 2.24 2.23 2.34 2.14
Green 3.46 2.54 3.58 1.63 2.51 2.36 2.51 1.53 3.24 2.96 3.53 1.38
Blue 5.68 4.28 5.90 2.49 2.49 2.51 2.51 1.26 2.51 2.50 2.50 1.19
Mean for 5 centers* 4.31 3.19 4.58 2.15 2.53 2.37 2.63 1.33 2.87 2.79 2.93 1.64
The average of the values in each column
The data were analyzed using analysis ofvariance (ANOVA) and tests of significance for
multiple comparisons. The basic model for ANOVA can be written as
y,i
=
Ltt + eti (*)
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where yti is the tolerance threshold values for each series, p.t is the mean of the values in each
series (three textures and uniform) and etl are the errors.
Table VIE. Estimated thresholds for the observer EDM
C'
COLOR CENTER
Texture type I II 111 U I II III U I II III U
Neutral 3.39 2.64 3.87 2.49 2.76 2.88 2.78 1.33 -
Yellow 3.69 2.50 3.52 1.91 3.13 2.91 3.26 2.51 3.34 3.25 3.52 1.51
Red 4.35 3.48 4.45 2.19 2.76 2.39 2.84 2.73 2.72 2.68 2.85 2.42
Green 3.50 2.56 3.56 1.85 2.52 2.58 2.51 1.79 3.08 3.03 3.27 1.63
Blue 5.45 4.06 5.32 2.59 2.84 2.55 3.01 2.26 2.98 2.95 3.31 1.57
Mean for 5 centers 4.08 3.05 4.15 2.21 2.80 2.66 2.88 2.12 3.03 2.98 3.24 1.78
*The average of the values in each column
Table DC. Thresholds for multiple observer data
COLOR CENTER
Texture type I II III U I II III U I II III U
Neutral 3.44 3.14 3.73 3.13
2.54 2.60 2.65 1.27
Yellow 2.88 2.53 3.56 2.65 2.03
2.59 2.98 2.35 2.30 2.60 2.64 1.53
Red 5.77 4.08 5.98 4.51
3.04 2.72 3.09 2.45 3.17 3.24 3.12 3.83
Green 3.66 3.12 3.84 2.79
3.07 3.60 2.85 2.91 3.07 3.01 3.14 2.08
Blue 3.71 3.10 4.37
2.17 1.90 1.95 2.21 1.19 2.03 2.16 2.08 1.28
Mean for 5 centers 3.41 2.83 3.75 2.71 2.26
2.41 2.46 1.86 2.32 2.40 2.40 1.94

















Type I Type II Type III Uniform
Texture type
Figure 21. An example of the estimated tolerance thresholds for five observers. Each observer run is connected
with a line for easier identification of the data points that belong to a single observer. The data are for the Green
center, lightness direction.
This model can be transformed to an alternative form as
ytI
= Ll+ T + Sti (2)
where is the overall mean (the average of all four ut), x is the incremental or decremental effect
of each texture pattern.
It can be easily noted that the observations made by each subject comprise a correlated series,
where the mean of four tolerance threshold estimates (uniform and three textures), denoted p. in
the eq.2, is different for each individual observer (see Figure 21). In other words, the data for
each texture series cannot be treated as randomly sampled and independent of each other when
analyzed in one-way ANOVA.
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NEUTRAL YELLOW RED GREEN BLUE
Figure 22. The average tolerance threshold values formultiple observers for five color centers. Each vertical bar
represents the average of threshold values of individual observers. The ordinate is the average threshold values in
units ofAE 94. The error bars represent the standard deviation of the data.
These normal subject-to-subject variations were eliminated from the data by subtracting the
mean p for each series of four estimated thresholds.
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Similar correlation of a smaller
magnitude can be found for each session carried out by observers ALK and EDM. The same
adjustment was made for the single observer data
- the mean for each session was removed prior
to the analysis ofvariance. Doing so makes each series uncorrelated and leaves the variation to
texture effects. These effects were analyzed by one-way ANOVA. Similar results could be
obtained with two-wayANOVA. However, a more
complicated model would have to be
to include inter-observer variability and inter-session variability
for individual observers.
Subtracting the mean allowed to keep the model simple
with the data classification by one factor
- texture.
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ANOVA on full datasets (texture and uniform)
Three datasets, corresponding to the observers ALK, EDM, and multiple observer data, were
analyzed separately. The data adjusted to the mean, as described above, were analyzed using
one-way ANOVA routine inMinitab. It should be noted that despite the subtraction of the








where pi through p3 are mean threshold estimates for texture type I through type III, and pu ;
the mean threshold for the uniform field. The alternative hypothesis Hi was that at least one of
the means is statistically different. Note that ANOVA on the raw data (without subtracting the
mean) results in decreased significance of the texture effects due to non-random nature of each
series. More detailed discussion on the statistical analysis of the correlated series can be found
elsewhere.
The complete results for observers ALK and EDM are presented in Tables and II in Appendix E.
The results are summarized in Table X (section labeled "Texture and Uniform"). The ANOVA
results indicate that the variation in texture was the main source ofvariability for all five color
centers in all three color dimensions - L*,
C*
and H*. The analysis ofvariance is significant at P
< 0.01, and the null hypothesis must be rejected. The only exception is the hue data for the Red
center.
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The multiple observer data are in agreement with the individual observer results for lightness
thresholds for Red, Green and Blue color centers, but not Yellow and Neutral (see and Appendix
E and Table X, section labeled "Texture and Uniform"). For chroma, the difference between all
four texture patterns was insignificant at the level P < 0.05, with the exception of the Neutral.
For hue, the multiple observer data showed a statistically significant effect of texture at P < 0.05,
with the exception of the Red center. Thus, the presence of texture was found to significantly
influence the tolerances for lightness and hue. The effect on chroma is less clear at this point:
the analysis ofvariance is significant at P < 0.01 for observers ALK and EDM, while the results
with the multiple observer data do not corroborate this result, except for the Neutral.
The significance of the ANOVA on the full datasets allows to conclude only that the tolerance
thresholds are not the same for the four types of stimuli studied. However, this result can be
explained by two possible sources ofvariability in the data: the difference in the thresholds for
textured and uniform patterns, or difference in the thresholds between the three texture patterns
as well as uniform. In order to investigate this, a one-way ANOVA was performed on the data
just for the three texture patterns (adjusted for the mean as described above). Further analysis
was carried out using pairwise comparison tests.
ANOVA on texture data only
The ANOVA was constructed in the same way as described above for full datasets. The results
revealed that the differences between the three texture types as well as the difference between the
presence and absence of texture contributed to the overall variability in the data. The differences
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were specific for each color space direction and are discussed in that manner. Cumulative results
are presented in the Table X (section labeled "Texture").
Lightness
For individual observer data, the ANOVA for
L*
was significant at P < 0.05 for all color centers.
This result was corroborated for Red, Yellow, Green, and Blue centers with the multiple
observer data. The results were insignificant at P < 0.05 for the Neutral center. Therefore, it
could be concluded that in addition to the difference in thresholds between the textured and
inform patterns, a difference exists between the lightness tolerances for different texture types.
A pairwise comparisons revealed that the difference exists between textures of type I and n,
and type EI and II, but not type I and typem (see pairwise tests below). Smaller differences are
found between texture and uniform patterns.
Table X. The cumulative ANOVA results (+ indicates significance at P < 0.05).
ANOVA
Texture and Uniform Texture
L* C* H* L* C* H*
ALK EDM
M""














































The full dataset, including the texture and uniform thresholds




The results of the analysis ofvariance for chroma thresholds were different for each dataset. For
the observer ALK, the ANOVA was found significant at P < 0.05 for four color centers,
excluding Yellow. For observer EDM, the Blue and Green centers showed significance at P <
0.05. For the multiple observer data, no significance was found at the level P < 0.05.
One may recall that the ANOVA on complete datasets for observers ALK and EDM was
significant for all five centers. Combining the outcomes of the two analyses, it may be deduced
that it is likely that a difference in tolerances exists between texture and uniform patterns, but not
among the texture types. However, this conclusion was not corroborated by the multiple
observer data. Such discrepancy could have been the result of a small number ofobservers,
rather than the absence of an effect. In the ANOVA on the multiple observer data for both
texture and uniform patterns (see above Table X), only the Neutral center showed significance at
the level P < 0.05. Therefore, it is likely that for the Neutral center the tolerances for chroma are
different between texture and uniform patterns.
Hue
The ANOVA for the observer ALK was significant at P
< 0.05 for the Green and Blue centers,
but not for Red and Yellow. No significance at P < 0.05 was found for multiple observers and
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observer EDM. Togetherwith the ANOVA for complete datasets (texture and uniform), this
result strongly suggests that a statistically significant difference exist between the texture and









where pt is the mean threshold for any one texture pattern, pu is the threshold for the
corresponding uniform field. Since the assumption that thresholds for texture increase compared
to uniform patterns could biased the analysis, the alternative hypothesis Hi was formulated as
Hi: pt * pu .
Because each series ofobservations (pti, pt2, pt3, Pu) comprises a dependent series, reflecting
each observer's individual tolerances, aMest for two dependent variables was performed on the
mean difference D = (pt - pu). Thus, the null hypothesis was transformed into the following:
H0: p,(i)
= 0, where i the i-th texture type
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the alternative hypothesis was:
H,\ po *0,
The significance of the multiple comparisons was validated using the Bonferroni procedure and
Tukey's significant difference test with the a level
0.05.39
When the data were found to deviate
from normal distribution, Wilcoxon signed rank and Mann-Whitney non-parametric
tests40
were
performed to validate the results of the t-test. All the aforementioned tests were computed using
theMinitab software package, release 11.
Lightness
For each color center the average tolerance thresholds corresponding to each texture type can be
calculated. These averages are estimates of the mean tolerance thresholds at these five centers in
CIELAB color space. The averages comprise a normally distributed dataset (according to the
central limit theorem40) of five entries per each texture type for lightness and chroma
dimensions, and four entries per each texture type for hue. The normality of the data increases
the accuracy of the Mest. The equality of the means for each series was analyzed using Mest, as
described above. Pairwise comparisons of individual texture types versus uniform fields were
performed usingMest at
a- 0.05.
Since the pairwise comparisons were carried out for each texture type, the statistical significance




procedure, the individual significance level for pairwise comparisons of the means is set to aln,
where a is the desired overall significance level (in our case it equals to 0.05) and n is the
number of comparisons. Thus, for three pairwise comparisons (texure types I through HI vs.
uniform) the individual significance level becomes 0.05/3 = 0.017. For both ALK and EDM the
test was significant at P<0.05 for all three texture types. Formultiple observer data, only texture
types I and HI were significant at this a level. In addition, Tukey's significance difference test
was used to verify the results.
Table XI shows the average increase in lightness tolerance thresholds for each texture type. For
observer ALK, the threshold increased by ca. 2.2 units AE*ab for texture types I and ELI. A one-
unit increase was observed for texture type LI.
Table XI. The average increase in lightness tolerance thresholds for texture compared to
uniform stimuli.
Texture type Mean difference SEmean
ALK EDM Multiple
Observers
I 2.01+0.34 1.68 0.74 1.33 0.29
II 0.99 0.32 0.76 0.68 0.52 0.68
m 2.4 0.43 1.87 0.78 1.56 0.284
For observer EDM the increase was more moderate
- ca.1.8 units for textures type I and III, and
0.8 units for texture type H The increase for the multiple observer data was ca. 1 .45 units for
texture types I and m. There was no statistically significant difference for texture type EL
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When each color center was analyzed separately, the same significance criteria were applied. No
reduction in pairwise significance level is required, since the inferences are made only about a
particular color center (as a set ofdata), and not to the color space sampled at five centers, as in
the analyses of the averages described above. The results of the analysis for each color center
are presented in Table XII.
The observer ALK showed significance for all but Red color center. The highest increase was
found for the Blue center - 2.7 and 3.3 units AE*ab for texture types I and HI, respectively. For
observer EDM no statistically significant difference was found for three out of five color centers.
As in the ALK data, the maximal increase was found for the Blue center - 2.4 and 2.6 AE ab for
texture types I and ELI. The Blue center was the darkest among the five centers. This finding that
the darkest color resulted in a higher tolerance threshold increase is consistent with the research
by Oulton et
al.,41
who found that among the low lightness fabric samples the difference in
lightness perception between knits, tufts and windings was most significant.
Formultiple observer data, a statistically significant difference was found only for textures I
(Green center) and ELI (Green and Red centers). The results
for Green color center are in
agreement for all three datasets - ALK and EDM data, and multiple-observer data. It should be
noted that the number of observers for Green center was at least twice the number for other color
centers. It is possible that the results for other color centers might become significant when the
number ofobservers is increased.
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Table XLI. Cumulative Mest pairwise comparisons of lightness thresholds differences for texture
vs uniform stimuli for each color center.
Color Center Texture Number ofsessions Mean Difference StandardError t-statistic
Observer ALK
Neutral I 4 1.42 0.09 16.16 0.001
II 4 0.65 0.11 6.03 0.009
III 4 1.70 0.10 17.84 0.000
Green I 11 1.88 0.05 36.01 0.000
II 11 1.01 0.07 14.43 0.000
III U 2.03 0.03 66.83 0.000
Red I 6 2.21 0.07 33.78 0.000
II 6 0.75 0.22 3.45 0.018
III 6 2.30 0.08 27.74 0.000
Yellow I 5 1.70 0.07 23.46 0.000
II 5 0.81 0.11 7.48 0.002
III 5 2.60 0.14 18.89 0.000
Blue I 4 2.68 0.16 16.29 0.001
II 4 1.70 0.12 13.75 0.001
III 4 3.30 0.18 17.96 0.000
Observer EDM
Neutral I 4 0.09 0.02 5.78 0.010
II 4 -0.59 0.03 -20.04 0.000
III 4 0.50 0.05 11.06 0.002
Green I 4 1.69 0.24 7.04 0.006
II 4 0.81 0.25 3.21 0.049
III 4 1.78 0.21 8.69 0.003
Red I 4 2.40 0.45 4.59 0.005
II 4 1.37 0.44 2.63 0.029
III 4 2.61 0.43 5.18 0.002
Yellow I 5 1.24 0.20 6.33 0.003
II 5 0.29 0.19 1.53 0.200
III 5 1.25 0.19 6.79 0.003
Blue I 4 2.37 0.32 7.50 0.005
II 4 1.39 0.25 5.67 0.011
III 4 2.63 0.25 10.41 0.002
Multiple observers
Neutral I 4 0.28 0.41 0.69 0.540
II 4 0.03 0.44 0.07 0.950
III 4 0.59 0.47 1.25 0.300
Green I 10 1.15 0.42 2.76 0.022
II 10 0.29 0.49 0.59 0.570
III 10 1.33 0.44 3.01 0.015
Red I 4 1.75 0.61 2.85 0.065
II 4 0.53 0.64 0.82 0.470
III 4 1.67 0.40 4.19 0.025
Yellow I 3 1.93 0.23 8.52 0.14
II 3 0.84 0.21 3.97 0.058
III 3 1.98 0.73 2.72 0.113







One of the assumptions ofANOVA and t-test is the normality ofdata. When the data is not
normally distributed, the significance probabilities of the /-test may
change.40
A test for
normality (Anderson-Darling test, Minitab software), revealed that all lightness data are normal
at P<0.05 for observer EDM and multiple observers. However, for observer ALK, the Red and
Yellow center data deviated from normality. AMann-Whitney non-parametric test of
significance of the difference between the
means40
was carried out, confirming the t-test results
described above.
Chroma
There was no significant difference in the multiple observer data between the texture types for
any color center, as well as in the analysis of the each color center averages (as described above
under Lightness). Observer EDM showed significance at a = 0.05 for texture III (Green, Yellow
and Blue centers), and texture I (Yellow) and texture H (Blue). The difference was significant
for observer ALK for all textures with the exception of texture H, Red center. A significant
increase in threshold (ca. 2 units) was found for the Neutral center for observer ALK. For other
color centers the increase was ca. 1 unit. For neither observer difference was significant in the t-
test of the each color center averages (see above).
Hue
The most consistent texture effect was found for Hue. For both individual observer data and
multiple observer data an increase in tolerances was found for Green, Yellow and Blue, but not
Red center (see Table XEH). The average increase was 0.98 0.15 units AE*94 (excluding the
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Sessions Mean Difference StandardError t-statistic
Observer ALK
Green I n 1.80 0.05 33.75 0.000
n n 1.57 0.10 16.18 0.000
m n 2.16 0.08 26.69 0.000
Red I 6 0.13 0.12 1.05 0.340
n 6 0.11 0.07 1.60 0.170
m 6 0.25 0.20 1.28 0.260
Yellow i 5 1.38 0.23 6.06 0.004
n 5 1.36 0.23 6.05 0.004
m 5 1.24 0.22 5.54 0.005
Blue i 4 1.12 0.24 4.71 0.016
n 4 1.20 0.23 5.14 0.014
m 4 1.15 0.23 4.92 0.016
Observer EDM
Green I 4 1.41 0.21 6.83 0.006
n 4 1.42 0.14 10.41 0.002
m 4 1.65 0.21 7.78 0.004
Red I 4 0.25 0.30 0.47 0.330
n 4 0.22 0.21 0.45 0.340
m 4 0.38 0.32 0.71 0.260
- Yellow i 5 1.60 0.07 21.50 0.000
n 5 1.55 0.09 18.16 0.000
m 5 1.79 0.01 208.32 0.000
Blue i 4 1.17 0.21 5.65 0.011
n 4 1.23 0.17 7.17 0.006
m 4 1.50 0.23 6.48 0.008
Multiple observers
Green I 10 0.99 0.18 5.55 0.000
n 10 0.92 0.17 5.50 0.000
m 10 1.05 0.19 5.58 0.000
Red I 4 -0.69 0.35 -1.95 0.150
II 4 -0.66 0.36 -1.83 0.160
m ;: 4 -0.69 0.40 -1.72 0.180
Yellow i 4 1.11 0.33 3.40 0.043
n 4 1.24 0.14 8.80 0.003
m 4 1.05 0.28 3.78 0.032
Blue i 4 0.74 0.03 26.44 0.000
n 4 0.88 0.02 44.46 0.000
m 4 0.80 0.02 36.90 0.000
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Red center) with the smallest gain for Blue (0.81) and largest (1.13) for Yellow. Observers ALK
and EDM showed a slightly higher average increase of ca. 1.5 units (see Table XEV).
The significance level for individual comparisons was calculated using the Bonferroni procedure,
as described above for lightness. The corresponding individual significance levels, resulted from
the Mest can be found in Table Xm. Tukey's significance difference test was also computed to
validate the results. The average increase in hue tolerances is presented in Table XIV.
In summary, the presence of texture resulted in an increase in tolerance thresholds for lightness
and hue, but not chroma. The stronger effect was found formore defined texture ("directional
lighting) in the lightness tolerances increase. The hue tolerances showed no pattern specific
increase.
Table XTV. The average increase in hue tolerance thresholds.



















The texture type II images were created to simulate a diffusely illuminated surface similar to the
appearance of texture surface with relief in the light booth. Textures I and ELI on the other hand,
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simulated surfaces illuminated with directional light. The null hypothesis H0 for texture type






The alternative hypothesis Hi was formulated as
Hi'- Pti * Pt2 ,
Pt3 * Pt2
Since each series ofobservations (ptI, pt2, pt3) comprises a dependent series, reflecting each
observer's individual tolerances, aMest for two dependent variables was performed on the mean
difference D = (prt - p2). The null hypothesis was transformed into the following:
Ho- pt(i)
= 0, where i = 1, 3.
The alternative hypothesis was formulated as
Hi: pt(i) * 0 .
The significance of difference tests were the same as described in the Texture vs Uniform
chapter (see above).
Lightness
Analysis of the average tolerance thresholds was performed as describe in Texture vs Uniform
chapter, section Lightness (see above). For all three datasets (observers ALK and EDM, and




texture was found highly
significant with individual comparison a < 0.01 . This satisfies the criterion of significance for
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the hypothesis of inequality of the means for directional vs diffuse texture tolerance thresholds,
which is 0.025 (computed for two comparisons at overall a = 0.05). Table XVI shows the
overall increase in tolerances for lightness.
Table XVI. The average increase in lightness tolerance thresholds for directional texture partem














On average, there was ca. one-unit AE at, increase for both "directional
illumination"
texture
stimuli with a tendency for slightly higher increase for texture type ELI.
The /-test of the data for each color center demonstrated that the increase in tolerances for
lightness was significant for all color centers for observer ALK (see Table XVII). The increase
was greater for the texture type ELI. The Yellow center showed the highest increase of 1 .79
0.08 units AE*ab- The observer EDM also exhibited an increase in tolerance thresholds for all but
Red center. For Blue center, the statistically significant increase was found only for texture type
I. The highest increase of 1 .2 units was for Green center, texture type ELI. The multiple observer
comparisons revealed the only significant
increase for the Green and Yellow center (only texture
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type HI). For all data, the lightness thresholds showed the greatest amount ofvariability. This
is consistent with the experiments byMontag and
Berns,37
who found a significant variability in
lightness thresholds in the experiments with texture stimuli on multiple observers. The high
level ofdata variability, perhaps, explains why only the /-test only on the Green center data
produced statistically significant result, though the difference was observed for all five centers.
Table XVII. Cumulative /-test pairwise comparisons of lightness thresholds differences for

































































































































































































The /-test revealed no statistically significant difference in chroma for the for all three datasets.
There was also no significant difference between the texture types found in the pairwise
comparisons for both observer EDM and multiple observer data. For observer ALK, a small
increase of 0.23 0.08 and 0.59 0.10 units AE*ab was found for the Green center, textures I and
ELI, respectively.
In summary, the texture stimuli simulating directional illumination (types I and ELT) exhibited an
increase in tolerance thresholds for lightness, when compared to the
"diffuse"
texture (type EL).
The overall increase was roughly one unit AE arj.
To further analyze the relationship between the texture appearance and the perceived color
difference spatial extension ofCEELAB was utilized.
S-CIELAB predictions ofour visual data
Zhang and
Wandell21
proposed a spatial extension to CIELAB as a metric for calculation of
colorimetric errors between images that more closely correlates with visual perception than
pixel-by-pixel calculations. The algorithm is intended to be applied to complex images, where
pixel-by-pixel calculations lead to results not corresponding with visual
experience.
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The S-CEELAB extension software is publicly available as a package of ready-to-useMatlab
functions and can be easily downloaded from the StanfordUniversity
website.42
The main
routine was modified to calculate the differences between successive images in each series for
our five color centers. First, each image was converted into one luminance and two chrominance
sub-images (red-green and yellow-blue). This is a linear 3x3 transformation operation, which is
performed in the cone space (LMS, Smith-Pokorny cone-sensitivity functions are used as a
default). A spatial filtering operation is then applied to each component according to the spatial
sensitivity of the human eye in respect to that component. Spatial filtering operation preserves
mean color values of an input image. This is important for correct prediction of the uniform
color fields as well as almost uniform color texture patterns.
One should keep in mind that S-CEELAB predictions are invariant to the parameters ofour
psychophysical experiment. Such parameters as anchor pair selection or psychophysical method
used can significantly influence the absolute value of the estimated thresholds. Therefore, a
direct comparison of the predicted color differences between images and absolute values of the
thresholds, obtained in the experiments, may not be justified. However, relative comparisons
within the same body ofdata should still be valid.
If S-CEELAB AE correlates with perception, then one would expect a higher probability of
seeing the difference between two images with a higher mean AE between them. Thus, if
S-
CEELAB predicts greater difference for one pair of texture stimuli compared to another pair, we
would expect the experimentally found tolerance
threshold for the latter pair is higher than for
the former. Such inverse relationship between the tolerance threshold and the S-CEELAB AE is
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due to fact that a greater difference (according to S-CEELAB metric) should reflect higher
likelihood of delectability of the differences between a pair of stimuli and, therefore, lower
tolerance threshold.
The SCEELAB predictions of the average color differences between texture stimuli are presented
in Figure 23. The average integrated color difference between each successive pair of images,
used in our experiment stimuli is ca. 1 unit ofAE*94. Ifno influence of texture is found, then the
S-CEELAB should predict the same magnitude of difference for the texture images as for
uniform fields, i.e. ca. 1 unit of AE*94. Therefore, in order to correlate with our visual data, the
predicted S-CEELAB differences for texture images should be smaller then for uniform fields.
This would mean that the tolerances for texture images are higher, as observed in our
experiments. Smaller differences should be also predicted for images of texture 1 and ELI
compared to texture II.
It could be observed from Figure 23 that there is very little correlation between the predictions
and our visual threshold data. For images from the
L*
series of stimuli the predicted averages
differences are around 3-4 units ofAE*94 for Red, Green, Blue and Yellow centers. These values
ofAE*94, taken alone, would be close to the threshold estimates for
uniform fields, derived from
our experiments. However, according to S-CEELAB calculations, the mean difference for our
uniform field stimuli was 1 unit AE*94. Therefore, the values ofAE*94 for texture images are
predicted to be 3-4 times larger then for uniform fields. If that were correct,
we should have
obtained smaller thresholds for the texture images than we
found. The only correct predictions
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were found for the Yellow center, texture type H, chroma direction. The predicted AE*94 in this














NEUTRAL RED YELLOW GREEN BLUE
Figure 23. The mean difference predictions between successive images in each series (L*,C* and H*). The ordinate
represents the S-CIELAB color difference in units ofAE 94.
The predictions for Chroma and hue series of images also do not correspond with our results. As
mentioned above, chroma for the Yellow center was the only correct prediction made for the
whole data set. It is unclear why this particular stimuli were computed by S-CIELAB to yield
the smallest predicted thresholds.
The S-CEELAB failed to predict the increase in Hue tolerances found in our experiments for
four color centers (excluding Neutral). Another obvious anomaly
in the S-CEELAB predictions
is non-uniformity ofdifferences among the
color centers. We found no such non-uniformity in
our Hue data, as well as Chroma data.
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Ifwe consider the thresholds among the texture types, we find that S-CIELAB failed to predict
the differences between texture types as well.
It is possible that the SCIELAB predictions reflect true spatial characteristics differences
between the images ofdifferent color centers. Suppose the mean AE*94 does not describe
adequately the difference between our image stimuli. Also suppose that certain areas of the
image do change inconsistently from image to image. Then, perhaps, the analysis of the
maximum values of AE 94 in S-CEELAB predictions could reveal these inconsistencies. The
maximum errors are presented in Figure 24. The values of the max AE*94 between images are









NEUTRAL RED YELLOW GREEN BLUE
Figure 24. The maximum values ofdifferences between
successive images predicted by S-CIELAB (see text for
details).
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EI, the maximum AE*94 is less than twice the mean difference. This indicates that the differences
are more or less evenly distributed throughout the image.
Let us consider the L* series (e.g. Texture EI,
L*
series), where according to S-CEELAB the
differences between images were most consistent among color dimension series (L*,
C*
or H*).
Relatively low values of the maximum AE*94 indicate that there are no areas with large deviation
from the mean. Therefore, the discrepancy between our visual data and the S-CEELAB
predictions can not be explained by possible artifacts of the color rendition algorithm, such as
small areas of large color difference between two images. The lack of significant areas of large
color differences makes it also unlikely that the discrepancy between our visual data and
SCEELAB predictions is due to differences in local contrast between various color centers.
In summary, the SCEELAB predictions do not correlate with the results of our visual
experiments.
Conclusions
The threshold data obtained in this study were used in a two-way comparative analysis. First,
texture tolerances were evaluated versus uniform fields tolerances. In the second comparison,
the effect of simulated illumination (diffuse or directional) was analyzed. The results
demonstrated that the presence of texture patterns increases tolerances for lightness and hue
perception for the color centers used in this experiment. This average increase was less than
two-fold for lightness, with the highest for Blue and
lowest for Neutral. These results are in
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reasonable agreement with previous findings ofMontag and
Berns.37
Montag and Berns found a
ca. two-fold increase in
L*
thresholds for texture patterns. The threshold estimates reported by
these authors were significantly higher than those found in this research. The discrepancymay
be due to differences in the experimental procedure and texture stimuli used in each study.
Modified patterns of the wound thread were used as templates to create texture images. Such
stimuli could have presented difficulties to observers in evaluating color differences. Bauml and
Wandell reported that asymmetric matches of color bars and mixed gratings presented a
difficult task for observers. Observers throughout the course of this investigation also reported
some difficulties in color difference evaluations when texture type EH was used as a stimulus.
Two observers, (author of this thesis and one of the advisors), carried out experiments on all five
color centers. Since both observers were aware of the experimental design and knew the results
of theMontag and Berns study, it is important to consider a degree ofbias brought into their
color difference evaluations. The visual experiment was designed such that the observer
participated in 12 mini-experiments simultaneously, without being aware ofwhich trail was
under underway. Each mini-experiment consisted of 40 trials. Before starting the z'-th trial, the
order in which the 12 mini-experiments would be run was randomly selected. The observer
could not determine which mini-experiment a particular pair of stimuli belonged. However, one
obvious clue remained
- the pair ofuniform stimuli. Thus, the
observers'
evaluations may
reflect the bias in their expectations, based on their prior knowledge. To estimate the degree of
the bias, other observers were involved in the
experiments who had no knowledge of theMontag
and Berns findings. The results from additional observers corroborate
the increase in lightness
tolerance forGreen and Red, but are inconclusive for other
centers due to high inter-observer
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variability. Perhaps, the clear result for the Green center was a function of the higher number of
observers (10), compared to other color center sessions. A moderate increase in chroma
thresholds found in two-observer data was not confirmed by the multiple observer data. On the
other hand, there was excellent agreement between the two-observer data set and the multiple-
observer results for hue. With the exception of the Red, an almost two-fold increase was
consistently observed. The CEE94 formula that was used to set the AE*94 step between the
stimuli in our experiment is not hue dependent. En our experiments, we found the Red to have
the highest hue threshold for uniform color stimuli among tested color centers. Interestingly, the
hue weighting function of the CMC(/:e) color-difference equation exhibits a deep minimum in
the Red-Orange region to account for hue dependency of the color difference values3. This, it is
possible that higher tolerances for uniform Red stimuli are the result ofunderestimated
contribution ofhue in the overall color difference perception for this area of the color space.
However, such underestimation should not affect the texture versus uniform image tolerances.
The difference in perception of texture images and uniform fields appears to be more likely
explanation of our results for the Red center. The red images had the highest lightness and
chroma among five color centers. They appeared brighter and more saturated than others. A
uniform bright field is likely to be perceived in aperture mode. On the other hand, the texture
images were always perceived in object mode as surface color. This effect my have been
strengthened by the viewing conditions (dark environment, self-luminous display). Thus, the
difference in perception might have resulted in difference in threshold estimations for the texture
and uniform images for the Red center.
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Though the bias in evaluations of texture pairs or uniform pairs could not be eliminated
completely, the agreement between obtained data sets demonstrates that there is an increase in
tolerance thresholds for texture images compared to uniform images. Montag and
Berns43
showed that a shift in CEELAB values for the same CRT RGB signals occurs over time. The
change is characterized by the shift of all values by approximately the same amount. Therefore,
we can argue that if a change in our stimuli occurred, the relative difference between the stimuli
should not be affected.
A comparative analysis of tolerances derived for three texture types also was conducted. The
possibility ofbias for the two aforementioned observers was also investigated in this case.
However, it unlikely that bias could have been significant in this case. First, there was no a
priori knowledge of similar research. Second, it was very difficult, if at all, to determine which
color dimension was modulated in each particular trial (e.g., lightness, chroma, or hue). The
only exception was found in pairs ofhigh difference in hue. The same strategy for corroborating
the conclusion of the two-observer experiments was used. As in the comparative analysis of
texture versus uniform color described above, the data from additional observers was used to
corroborate the results of the comparative analysis between textures. In contrast to the
conclusion of texture-versus-uniform comparison, no difference in hue tolerances between the
texture types was found. All three texture types showed similar tolerances in chroma. However,
there was a moderate (less than 1.5-fold) increase in tolerances for texture types simulating
directional lighting compared to the texture simulating
diffuse lighting. This finding is important
for the following reason. From our
measurements (Section I) it could be hypothesized that the
differences in average measured
L*
could explain the difference in lightness perception of the
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samples of different surface relief. However, our results suggest a more complicated picture.
Simply bringing the average
L*
to the same value does not result in the same perception of the
diffusely illuminated texture and directionally illuminated texture.
The increase in tolerances for hue was found to independent of the differences in texture
characteristics. The values for hue thresholds were very similar for all four studied color centers
and the data also showed the lowest level of variability. These results suggest that the texture
and hue perception pathways might be separate. These findings are consistent with the pattern-
color separable model of texture perception proposed by Poirson and
Wandell.19
Such
separability appears to be limited to the opponent-color pathway, since the lightness perception
appears to depend on the texture pattern. The results ofour experiments on average brightness
matching suggest that the texture perceptionmechanism may influence lightness perception of
achromatic texture patterns.
We expressed color differences between texture images in units of the mean color differences.
The discrepancy between the evaluation of color differences using this scale and the visual data
suggests that a bettermetric may be needed. One such metric is the spatial extension of
CEELAB, known as
S-CEELAB.21
We applied S-CEELAB to the texture images used as stimuli
in our visual experiments, and found that S-CEELAB does not predict well our threshold data.
The spatial filtering used in S-CEELAB is reported to achieve
better perceptual correlation for the
high frequency texture than pixel-by-pixel However,
it does not appear to
account for the texture influence, when the pattern is readily visible, such as in our case. There
were major problems with S-CEELAB predictions. First, the increase in tolerances was not
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predicted at all. On the contrary, the predicted mean value of the color difference between the
images was higher than the actual. On the other hand, the difference between the uniform
stimuli was predicted correctly. Thus, S-CEELAB predictions suggest that the tolerances should
decrease. If S-CEELAB did correlate better with perception, it would predict smaller differences
between texture images in order for the tolerances to increase. Perhaps, these color differences
are smaller than if theywere calculated on pixel-by-pixel basis. However, they are much larger
than AE 94 obtained with complete blurring or integrated measurements. Second, S-CEELAB
does not predict any difference between our texture types, contradicting the visual experience.
The images we used were created around one color center, thus exhibiting very narrow range of
CIELAB values. The complete spatial blurring of the images would result in the mean values
corresponding to the ones we measured. However, this blurring would amount to predicting the
difference between two homogenous color patches. Therefore, the value of the difference would
be limited to 1 AE 94 in our case. If tolerances increase, then the difference between successive
images should be less than one unit ofAE*94. The color differences between our images are
distributed relatively evenly throughout the image. The areas of difference are large and well
within the range of visibility. Thus, spatial filtering is not expected to produce any better results.
Instead, a function is needed to account for the presence of spatial pattern. This function may be
used to calculate a texturefactor for color difference formula. The predominant spatial
frequencymight be one of the parameters in the function. More research is needed to estimate a
relationship between spatial frequencies
of a texture pattern and increase in color tolerances.
The perception of fine texture might be affected by the observers acuity, since we found that
texture affects color difference perception. Perhaps, the variability in multiple observer data was
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caused by differences in acuity. In our asymmetric matching experiments with grayscale texture
images we found that observers performed very close matches to the average
L*
of the texture
image. However, the results of the color difference experiments showed that the ability to
accurately evaluate the average difference between similar images was somewhat impaired.
Nevertheless, observers had no difficulty seeing small differences. What was affected was the
ability to estimate the magnitude of that difference. This may indicate that the pathways of
perception of color and texture might be inter-linked at least for the lightness and hue perception.
The chroma perception may be processed for by the opponent system only, while hue perception
appears to be influenced by the presence of texture.
Kuehni44
argues that perception ofhue is
fundamentally different and more complex visual sensation than chroma perception. The
findings of the present research agree with this notion. It was also found in our experiments that
hue, but not chroma perception, is affected by the presence of texture..
Summary
1. A series of brightness matching experiments was performed with texture images. It was
found that the average observer is able to match remarkably well the average brightness of a
grayscale texture image by adjusting the brightness of a uniform patch. The only deviation
was found for darker images of a relatively lower spatial frequency pattern.
2. A procedure has been developed to perform experiments on color difference evaluation of
surface color with texture pattern. It utilizes a texture-mapping program to generate texture
images with relatively accurate color difference,
and a psychophysical technique QUEST for
visual experiments.
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3. The presence of texture pattern was shown to increase tolerances for hue and lightness, but
not chroma. The increase was less than 2-fold compared to tolerances ofuniform color
fields. The Red color center did not show increase in hue tolerances. The lightness data was
characterized by high degree of inter-observer variability.
4. Comparison of texture patterns simulating diffuse and directional illumination of
surface
color revealed that lightness tolerances were highly affected by the texture appearance, while
chroma and hue showed no effect. The change in lightness tolerances varied among color
centers.
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Parameters of the GOG model



















































































































































































































































































































































































Near background matches for the three texture types.
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Appendix C. Regression analysis of the texture brightness matching data
Texture type I
The regression equation is
y3
= - 0.79 +1.01x3
Predictor Coef StDev T P
Constant -0.791 1.748 -0.45 0.675





Source DF SS MS F P
Regression 1 1779.5 1779.5 1039.95 0.000
Error 4 6.8 1.7
Total 5 1786.3
Texture type II
The regression equation is
yi= 3.76 + 0.940Xi
Predictor Coef StDev T P
Constant 3.760 1.122 3.35 0.029
xl 0.93956 0.02014 46.66 0.000




Source DF SS MS F P
Regression 1 1838.8 1838.8 2177.30 0.000
Error 4 3.4 0.8
Total 5 1842.2
Possible lack of fit at outer X-values (P
= 0.048)




The regression equation is
y2
=
-9.13 + 1.15 x2
5 cases used 1 cases contain missing values
Predictor Coef StDev T P
Constant -9.134 3.105 -2.94 0.060
x2 1.15345 0.05799 19.89 0.000




Source DF SS MS F P
Regression 1 1702.8 1702.8 395.65 0.000
Error 3 12.9 4.3
Total 4 1715.7
No evidence of lack of fit (P > 0.1)
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Appendix D. Color difference between
images*
Color Center Texture color direction Mean color difference
AE*94
Standard Deviation












































































































see text for definition of color difference as applied to images
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Appendix E. ANOVA on threshold datasets.
Table I. ANOVA results for observer ALK.
Color Center Direction Source of
Variance




















































































































































































Table II . ANOVA results for observer EDM
Color Center Direction Source of
Variance





















































































































































































Table m . ANOVA results for multiple observers
Color Center Direction Source of
Variance



































































































































































































































































































































































Table V. ANOVA results for textures for observer EDM




















































































































































































Table VI. ANOVA results for multiple observers for textures






















































































































































































Appendix F. Matlab code
Main routine for the experiment I
GrayTextureExp .m
function GrayTextureExp
******* load grayscale LUT calculated from the monitor calibration ************
load grayLUT_ak6_99; % variable name is correctedRGB_LUT
grayLUTSOO = correctedRGB_LUT; % this is pre-calc gray RGB LUT 500x3
***** Variables ***********
win_screen = 0 ;
pixelsize = 32;
bits=10;
number_of_L_star_levels = 5; % KEEP THIS CONSISTENT WITH THE SIZE OF L* ! ! !
% Number of repetitions of the same stimulus presentation
repeats = 4;
number_of_contrast_types = 2 ;
%set enviromental colors (background, etc.)
black = [0 0 0] ;
white = [958 1022 918] ;
background = grayLUTSOO (251, : ) ; %
button_color = grayLUTSOO (240, :) ;
used_bits = 4 ;
range_of_free_CLUT=256-used_bits;
highest_avail_index = range_of_free_CLUT+l % use this as your highest index
% L* levels
L_star =[20, 40, 60, 70, 80];
% image files to read
images = Read_images; %images is a structure of type images . image1, etc.
% add L* level indicator to the image list
image_filelist = add_L_star_level (number_of_L_star_levels, images);
% add contrast type
trial_list = add_contrast_type (number_of_contrast_types, image_f ilelist) ;
%add repetitions
trial_list = add_repeats (repeats, trial_list) ;
% randomize list




a=size (randomized_list , 1)
readings = ones(4*a,3);
% get the OBSERVER info
[Initials, Age, Sex] = Get_subject_info;
% make a FILE NAME were to write the results
filename = [Initials Age Sex]
% save trial list







%open a new screen window
[window, screenRect] = screen (win_screen, ' OpenWindow'
, 128 , [] , pixelsize) ;
hideCursor;
%create CLUT and Gamma Tables
grayClut = (0 : 255)
'
*ones (1, 3) ;
grayGamma=grayLUT50 0 (100:355, :) ;
%set some Gamma table entries hoi nu = >-, t-v, j. ,
* n,^==M i
ajjJ-eencro.es, Delow are the corresponding Gamma indeces :




=button_color => index 253
) =white => index 254
) background => index 255
grayGamma = Load_Gamma_consts (grayGamma, black, white, background, button_color) ;
%call video LUT





%set the window background
SCREEN (window, 'FillRect', 255, screenRect)
pause (1)
i ********************* **************
% Create a slider
[sliderRect,knobRect, left, right] =Make_slider (screenRect);
SCREEN (window, 'FillRect' , 255, sliderRect) ;





, 100 , knobRect) ;
controlRect = [54 100 454 500]











random_numbers = rand (size (randomized list , 1) , 1) *white;
t*********BEGINNING OF UNIFORM COLOR MATCHING***********
% this are test colors, they ar indeces to grayLUTSOO
test_COlors = [200 ; 200 ; 200 ; 350 ; 350 ; 350] ;
rand_test_colors = Randomize_test_colors (test_colors) ;
a = size (grayGamma (2 :highest_avail_index, : ) , 1) ;
hideCursor;
for i=l: size (test_colors, 1)
newGammaindeces = Set_uniform_patch_gamma (range_of_free_CLUT, rand_test_colors (i) ,n)
grayGamma (2 :highest_avail_index, : ) = grayLUTSOO (newGammaindeces (:),:);
SCREEN (window,
'Gamma'




patch = [grayLUTSOO (rand_test_colors (i) ,:)] ;
k = FindRGBEntry (grayGamma, patch)
disp('
this is a gamma entry matching rand_test_colors (i)
'
)
grayGamma (k, : )
%Put_testpatch (grayLUTSOO (rand_test_colors (i) ) , i, window, controlRect ) ;




FlushEvents ( 'mouseUp' , 'mouseDown' ) ;
SCREEN (window, 'FillRect' , rand_test^colors (i) , testRect) ;
SetMouse ( rand_test_colors ( i ) +rand ( 1 ) * 2 0 , 7 00 , window)




[x, y, button] =GetMouse ;
% check if mouse was moved
if abs(new_x-x) -=0
% if TRUE than adjust the patch
new_color = adjust_uniColor (x, sliderRect , left , range_of_f ree_CLUT) ;
dx=x- (knobRect (left) +knobRect (right) ) /2;
residue=knobRect ;
if dx>0
residue (right) =residue (left) +dx;
else
residue (left) =residue (left) +dx;
%knobRect=OffsetRect (knobRect , dx, 0) ;
end
knobRect=Off setRect (knobRect , dx, 0) ;
% keep the knob track same color as slider
SCREEN (window,
' FillRect'
, 25 5, residue) ; SCREEN (window,
'FillRect'
,





% set new value for new_x
new_x = x
if (button)












adjusted_color_index(i) = adjust_uniColor (x, sliderRect , left , range_of_free_CLUT)
adjusted_color_table(i, :) = grayGamma
(adjusted_color_index (i) +1 , :)
end % this is END of uniform patch series loop
save adjusted_color
adjusted_color_table
disp ( 'adjusted color table:')
adjusted_color_table
%************ END OF UNIFORM COLOR MATCHING
RGB = grayLUTSOO (rand_test_colors ( : ) , : )
save RGB_unipatch RGB
% write out a file of matches













for i = 1: size (randomized_list , 1)
hideCursor;
% choose image
image_name = What_image (randomized_list (i, : ) ) ;
image = Getfield (images, image_name)
[new_imagel,map] = gray2 ind ( image ) ;
average_index = round (mean2 (new_imagel) )
% choose L*
which_L_star = str2num(What_L_star (randomized_list ( i, : ) ) ) ;
L_starl = L_star (which_L_star) ;
% choose Contrast type
Contrast = str2num (What_contrast (randomized_list (i, : ) ) ) ;
if Contrast ==1
% Use image grayscale linear in L*
[grayGamma64,rangeLstar] = sample64 (grayLUTSOO, average_index, L_starl) ;
LinLstar ( : , i) = rangeLstar;
else % use image grayscale compressed in L*
% make sigmoid compression of L* scale
[grayGamma64 , g_rangeLstar] =sample64gauss (grayLUTSOO, average_index, L_starl) ;
end
% Set the range of 10 -bit scale central around the L* of the image
[newGammaindeces] = Set_unipatch_gamma (range_of_free_CLUT+l, L_starl,n)
grayGamma(65 :highest_avail_index, : ) = grayLUTSOO (newGammaindeces (:),:);
% Make composite grayGamma table, where first 64 entries define the image % grayscale and
the main segment is devoted to the matching range
grayGamma = [grayGamma64 ; grayGamma (65 :highest_avail_index, :) ]
grayGamma = Load_Gamma_consts (grayGamma, black,white, background, button_color)
%Assign the gamma range for the test patch
SCREEN (window,
'Gamma'




SCREEN (window, 'Putlmage1, new_imagel , controlRect) ;
%*********** USE THIS FRAGMENT FOR MEASUREMENTS, UNCOMMENT FOR MEASUREMENTS
****
%for j = 1:2
%if j == 4
% SCREEN (window,
'
DrawText ', 'click to next reading', 20,20,240);





% n = (i-1) *2 + j ;








% FOR COMMENTS SEE SIMILAR SECTION ABOVE




[x, y, button] =GetMouse;
% check if mouse was moved
if abs (new_x-x) ~=0
% if TRUE than adjust the patch
new_color = adjustColor (x, sliderRect , left , range_of_f ree_CLUT) ,
dx=x- (knobRect (left) -i-knobRect (right) ) /2;
residue=knobRect ;
if dx>0
residue (right) =residue (lef t) +dx;
else
residue (left) =residue (left) +dx;
knobRect=OffsetRect (knobRect , dx, 0 ) ;
end





, 255 , residue
SCREEN (window, 'FillRect' , highest_avail_index .knobRect)
SCREEN (window,
'
FillRect ', new_color, testRect) ;
end
% set new value for new_x
new_x = x;
if (button)







adjusted_color_index(i) = adjustColor (x, sliderRect , left, range_of_f ree_CLUT)
adjusted_color_table_texture (i, :) = grayGamma (adjusted_color_index (i) +1, :)



















Main routine for the experiment II
TextureQuestExp .m
% THIS ROUTINE EXECUTES PASS-FAIL VISUAL EXPERIMENT
% ******* DATA PREPARATION MODULE
************
number_of_DEsteps =10; % number of steps
in the segment for one
direction, e.g. 10 steps along the
Lightness axis
AnchorPairDE = 1; % Size of the anchor
pair color difference in units of
deltaEab
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numberColorCtrs = 1 ;
COLOR =1; %1 for red, 2 for green, 3 for blue, 4 for yellow, 5 for
Neutral
ColorCtrs = str2mat('R', 'G', 'B', 'Y', 'N'); % specify which color centers are
used in
this experiment to be used in the output file name
number_of_Images = 3 ; % number of texture types
%********* Define parameters of the anchor pair and test pair display box size
AnchorTopRect = [210 150 440 380] ;
AnchorBottomRect = [210 380 440 610] ;
TestTopRect = [S85 150 815 380] ;
TestBottomRect = [585 380 815 610] ;
TestPairRect = [585 150 815 610] ;
%******* READ STIMULI IMAGES ***************
load Red_list; % Red center images
Images= Read_Imagesl (Red_list) ; % read in tiff images and store them as a
%structure,-
address individual images as Images . imagel, Images . image2 , etc.
%************ get OBSERVER INFO **********
% the information is used in the output filename
[Initials, Age, Sex] = Get_subject_info;
today = fix(clock);
% make a filename were to write the results
filename =
['Exp2_'
Initials Age ColorCtrs (COLOR, :).. .
num2str (today(2) ) num2str (today (3) )
'_'
num2str (today (4) ) ]
%******************************************
% open a new window with the following parameters used by Psychophysics
Toolbox
win_screen = 0 ;
pixelsize = 32;
bits=10;
load grayLUT_ak6_99; % variable name is correct
edRGB_LUT
grayLUT500 = correctedRGB_LUT; % this is pre-calc gray
RGB LUT 500x3 from GOG model
based on neutral ramp
%Define initial LUT and Gamma table
grayClut = (0 : 255)
' *ones (1 , 3) ;
grayGamma=grayLUT500 (100:355, :) ;
% RESERVE THE FOLLOWING ENTRIES IN THE
GAMMA TABLE
black = [0 0 0]; % grayGamma (256 , :)
white = [958 1022 918]; % grayGamma
(255 , : )
% grayGamma (2 54, :) reserved for
Uni_l - first uniform patch
% grayGamma (2 53, :) reserved for
Uni_2 - second uniform patch
% ANCHOR PAIR PATCHES
Neutral_l = [0.5194 0.5765 0.5041];
Neutral 2 = [0.5114 0.5683 0.4966];
grayGamma (252,:) = round (Neutral_l
* 1023); Reserved for
Anchorl
grayGamma (251,:) = round
(Neutral_2
* 1023); %reserved for Anchor2
background = grayLUTSOO (251, :) ; %
grayGamma (250 ,: )
grayGamma (256, : ) = black;
grayGamma (25 5, :) = white;
grayGamma (250,:) = grayGamma (251,:);
% file with RGB values
t _ c i = f^r iin-ifnrm oatches bv uncommenting the corresponding line
%***** CHOOSE RGB value list file
for u iro p si " 3
****
load 'RGB_R.txt'; % load
RGB list for Red center;




%load 'RGB_listGGnew' ; %load RGB list for Green center; variable name RGB_listGGnew
%load 'RGB_Yellow' ; % yellow RGB
%load 'RGB_N05.txt'
%***** *UNCOMMENT APPROPRIATE RGB ASSIGNMENT FIELD****
%RGB = [RGB_R; RGB_listGGnew] ;
RGB = [RGB_R] ; % red
%RGB = [RGB_listGGnew] ; % green
%RGB = [RGB_blue] ; %
%RGB=RGB_N05;
%RGB = [RGB_yellow] ;
number_of_axes = 3 ; % Color dimensions LCH; use 2 for Neutral, because hue is not defined
lengthofRGB = numberColorCtrs*number_of_DEsteps*number_of_axes;
% knowing the number of images, parse RGB list to number_of_Images blocks
ImageBlocks= GetImageRGBstartEnd(numberColorCtrs, lengthofRGB, number_of_Images) ;
% ImageBLocks is a structure ImageBlocks .Texturel, etc, and holds [Start End]
% indeces for each block, e.g. ImageBlocks. Texture2 = [141 280]
% knowing number of DE steps build blocks of pairs
% Blocks is 2 x p matrix and contains pairs ranging
% in value between 1 and number_of_DEsteps
% index2blocks points to the beginning index of i-th block
[Blocks, index2blocks] =BuildPairBlocks (number_of_DEsteps)
%build index table to locate each Center LCH blocks
StartEnd = IsolateLCHblocks (numberColorCtrs, number_of_DEsteps)
% Note that Start of each Center block =StartEnd(CenterNumber, 1)
% End equals StartEnd (CenterNumber, 2)
% Also note that last block is shorter, because it corresponds to the % Neutral Center








% each row corresponds to the ColorCenter
% create a list of separate staircases which will run in parallel below
% in the QUEST module
% ******UNCOMMENT THE LINE BELOW FOR NEUTRAL! ! ! ! !
**********
% StartEnd = [1 20] %: THIS AN OVERRIDE FOR NEUTRAL




StaircaseList = MakeStaircaseList (number_of_Images,
numberColorCtrs, uniform, neutral) ;
% Arg #1
- Number of Images used
% Arg #2
- Number of Color Centers used in one
experiment
% Arg #3
- uniform flag 1 if incorporate
uniform color, 0 if not
% Arg #4
- neutral flag 1 if one of the
Color Centers is neutral,
% otherwise 0
% ******* QUEST MODULE
********************
%initial parameters for each staircase
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%make a vector of initial values (see QUEST help for details)





Uncomment the appropriate number of trials line for the experiment
trialsDesired=4 0
%trialsDesired=20 ;
% Create an array of Initial guesses
for i = 1: size(StaircaseList, 1)
InitialGuess (i) = round (number_of_DEsteps/3) ;
end




% Create initial q bags in QUEST (see QUEST HELP for details)
for staircaseNumber = 1 : size (StaircaseList , 1)
q = [StaircaseList (staircaseNumber, : ) '_q'];
eval ( [q
'
=QuestCreate (InitialGuess (i) , tGuessSd,pThreshold,beta, delta, gamma)
'
] ) ;
%Running_q=setf ield(Running_q, StaircaseList (staircaseNumber, : ) , q) ;
end
%Setup the background window with a white frame around it
[window, screenRect] = screen (win_screen,
' OpenWindow'
, 254 , [] , pixelsize) ;
SCREEN (window,
'Gamma'




backdropRect = [20 20 1004 738] ;
SCREEN (window,
'FillRect'
, 249, backdropRect) ;
%Allow the observer to adapt to the screen gray
HideCursor;
pause (60) ;
Counter = 0 ;




% RUN NEW CYCLE OF MY STAIRCASES
% randomizing list every time
randomized_Staircase_list = randomize_list (StaircaseList)
%****** TRIAL STAIRCASE LOOP
*******
for whichStaircase = 1 : size (StaircaseList , 1)
% Find which color axis is current trial
AxisName = randomized_Staircase_list (whichStaircase, :) ;
% find which staircase to run; corresponding entry
in the randomized_Staircase_list , determined
by whichStaircase
% Now start tracing to the right
pair:




(whichStaircase, 1 : 3) , ImageBlocks, lengthofRGB) ;
Texture = (Texturelmagelnd (1) :
Texturelmagelnd (2) )
'
% determine which Color center, indeces to
isolate Image (Start : End, : ) for this Color Center
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whichCenter = str2num(randomized_Staircase_list (whichStaircase, 7) ) %return CC number
CCstartEnd= StartEnd (whichCenter, :) ; % indeces local to the image RGB block size
CCindexVector = (CCstartEnd(l) :CCstartEnd(2) )
'
% find if the dimension is L,C or H; this are the indeces to CCstartEnd (Start : End, :)
L_orC_orH = WhichAxis (randomized_Staircase_list (whichStaircase, 8) , number_of_DEsteps) ;
% apply to the CC block
Indeces2Texture = CCindexVector (L_orC_orH(l) :L_orC_orH (number_of_DEsteps) )
%these are indeces to the images that are called by the running staircase these indeces are
local
to the Texture
Indeces2SelectImages = Texture (Indeces2Texture (1) : Indeces2Texture (
size(Indeces2Texture, 1) ) )
% **** QUEST CALCULATES NEW RunningThreshold (whichStaircase)
******
% find the right entry Index2CurrentT
% calculate new treshold and store in the current
Current_q = eval ( [AxisName '_q']);
RunningThreshold = QuestMean (Current_q) ;
T = RunningThreshold; %rename for simplicity of notation
% vector of current values of T for each staircase Tl corresponds to 1st
staircase, etc. T is the pair block number (say, 2), which starts at the
index2blocks (T) (which
is 10 in this case) and contains (number_of_DEstep
- T) pairs
% check if T exceeds largest available index
if T > number_of_DEsteps
T = number_of ;
end




roundT = 1 ;
end
if T < 0.5
roundT = 0 ;
end
% *****pULL OUT A PAIR
RANDOMLY
*******************
if roundT == number_of_DEsteps
IndexColumn = 1 ;
else IndexColumn









Pairs blocks < index2blocks (LowT) : ( index2blocks(LowT+l) -}).-)
WhichPair = Pairs
(RandlndexList (1),:) % if T = 2. a random
pair might be [4 6]
%******* images to display are defined by
Indeces2Image (T)
% => Indeces2Image
(WhichPair (1) ) is your first index
% => Indeces2 Image
(WhichPair (2)) is your second index
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% KEEP THE LIST OF IMAGES IN THE SAME ORDER AS IMAGE (RGB) LIST
if Uni == 0
Imagel = eval
(['
Images . image ' num2str( Indeces2SelectImages (WhichPair (1) ) )])
Image2 = eval
(['
Images . image ' num2str( Indeces2SelectImages (WhichPair (2) ) )])









if whichlmageTop ( 1 ,: ) ==
'Imagel'
TestPairlmage = [Imagel; Image2] ;
else TestPairImage= [Image2 ; Imagel];
end




[Indexedlmage.map] = rgb2ind(TestPairImage, 250) ;
else
end
Uni_l = round( RGB (Indeces2SelectImages (WhichPair (1) )
Uni_2 = round( RGB (Indeces2SelectImages (WhichPair (2) )






if whichlmageTop ( 1 ,: ) ==
'Imagel'
TestPairColors = [Uni_l ; Uni_2] ;






































, 255 , AnchorBottomRect) ;
if Uni




grayGamma (256, : ) = black;














255 , TestTopRect) ;
else grayGamma (2 54, : ) = Uni_l ;
grayGamma (2 53, : ) = Uni_2 ;
if roundT ==0












: ) = black;
















, 255 , TestTopRect) ;
end






















FillRect ', 249, TestBottomRect) ; *
SCREEN (window,
'
FrameRect ', 255, TestBottomRect) ;
SCREEN (window,
'
FillRect ', 249, TestTopRect) ;
SCREEN (window, 'FrameRect' , 255 , TestTopRect) ;
% LET PERSON ADAPT BETWEEN STIMULI
pause ( 1 ) ;
FlushEvents (
'
keyDown ' ) ;
******** UPDATE q bag of the current staircase with the new threshold value
Current_q=QuestUpdate (Current_q, T, response)
eval ( [AxisName '_q =
Current_q'
] )
Updated_sd = QuestSd( Current_q) ;
Final_T = setf ield(Final_T, AxisName, T) ;
StaircaseNames = fieldnames (Final_T) ;
Final_SD =setfield(Final_SD,AxisName, Updated_sd) ;
Counter = Counter + 1;
SCREEN (window,
'FillRect'
,249, [40 700 80 730] );
SCREEN (window,
'





eval ( [ 'T_sequence = setf ield (T_sequence, name, AxisName)']);
end
end
% ********* uncomment the lines below if want to save StaircaseList
********
%fprintf ( 'Mean threshold estimate is %4.2f % . 2f
\n'
, T_Name, sd_Name) ;
% save Staircase list








) ; %f inal_T











axis_length = size (XYZ31, 1) /Ctrs/2 ;
CtrlL = XYZ31to64toLab( XYZ31 (1 : axis_length, : ) )
meanCtrlL = Averageof2 (CtrlL)
CtrlC = XYZ31to64toLab( XYZ31 (axis_length+l : 2*axis_length, ; ) ) ;
meanCtrlC = Averageof2 (CtrlC)
%CtrlH = XYZ31to64toLab( XYZ31 (2*axis_length+l : 3*axis_length, : ) )
%meanCtrlH = Averageof2 (CtrlH)
if Ctrs == 2
Ctr2L = XYZ31to64toLab( XYZ31 (3*axis_length+l : 4*axis_length, : ) )
raeanCtr2L = Averageof 2 (Ctr2L)
Ctr2C = XYZ31to64toLab( XYZ31 (4*axis_length+l : 5*axis_length, : ) )
meanCtr2C = Averageof2 (Ctr2C)
Ctr2H = XYZ31to64toLab( XYZ31 (5*axis_length+l : 6*axis_length, : ) )
meanCtr2H = Averageof 2 (Ctr2H)
end
n =1
for i =1 : n

















































if Ctrs == 2















dE94_2C = CalcAllCombDE (meanCtr2C,i)




























% Routine for measuring texture images
% load your file with RGB values




%RGB= RGB_listGGnew(l:30, : ) ;
lengthRGB = 20; %30 ; %60;
% open new window




load grayLUT_ak6_99; % variable name is correctedRGB LUT
grayLUTSOO = correctedRGB_LUT; % this is pre-calc gray RGB LUT 500x3
[window, screenRect] = screen (win_screen, 'OpenWindow'
, 120 , [] .pixelsize)
grayClut = (o : 255)
'
*ones (1, 3) ;
grayGamma=grayLUT500 (100 :355, :) ;
for i=l : lengthRGB





BigTextureRect = [355 150 815 610] ;
grayGamma (12 9, : ) = round (RGB (i, : ) *1023) ;
SCREEN (window, 'Gamma' , grayGamma, bits) ;
SCREEN (window, 'SetClut' , grayClut) ;




speak (num2str (i) ) ;
%***********
MEASUREMENTS, COMMENT OUT FOR EXPERIMENT ********
for j = 1:2
%GetClicks;
n = (i-l)*2 + j;
pause (10) ;





save measRGB_blue readings ;
%********** END MEASUREMENTS ****************
%pressedKey = GetChar;
% while (pressedKey -= 'n')
% speak
('
re -measure and hit n again');






mean_Gamma_entry = Find_gamma_mean (image, Gamma)
% this function finds the value corresponding to the mean gamma index
mean = mean2 (image) % image is an indexed file
index = round (mean)
mean_Gamma_entry = Gamma (index)
entry = FindRGBEntry (RGB, triplet)
% triplet is an RGB 1x3 that is an entry in grayLUT500
% RGB is a 1x3 you want to find
[il.jl] = find(RGB == triplet (1, 1) )
[i2,j2] = find(RGB == triplet (1 , 2) )
[i3,j3] = find(RGB == triplet (1 , 3) )
for c = l:size(il)
ii2 (c) = find(i2 == il(c) )




for k = l:size(il)
ii3(k) = find(i3 == il (k) )




if i2(ii2)= = i3(ii3)
disp ('Yes. Just one entry')
else
disp ('No! Two entries')
end
entry = i2 (ii2)
[Blocks, index2blocks] =BuildPairBlocks (Number_of_DEsteps)
% knowing number of DE steps build blocks of pairs
% build index table to locate each Center LCH blocks





CurrentCenter = RGB (Start : End, : ) % this makes indexing from 1 :Number_of_DEsteps
%Requested axis
{L or C or H}
Axis = WhichAxis (axis_request) ; % returns vector of indeces to CurrentCenter
%Requested block
RequestedBlock = {l thru Number_of_DEsteps}
% Pull out that block from Final block
WhereBlockBegins = index2blocks (RequestedBlock)
WhereBlockEnds = index2blocks (RequestedBlock+1) -1
% Randomly pull out a pair from this block
Pair = PickRandomEntry (Blocks (WhereBlockBegins :WhereBlockEnds, :) ) %This is
% a pair of indeces to Current center
% Find your images within CurrentCenter and Image
% ****substitute code below
% RANDOMIZE CHOICE OF TOP AND BOTTOM
TopImage2Display = {Chosen sublist from the list of names} (index
= Pair(l)}
BottomImage2Display = {Chosen sublist from the list of names} {index
= Pair(2)}
[low, high] =FirstLastNonzero (image)
%function to locate the MIN non-zero entry and the MAX value
%in the Intesity gray Image
A = size (image) ;
'
%go through Image columns and find the lowest non-zero entry
for i=l:A(2)
[n,m,V] =find (image ( : , i) ) ; %vector V contains
the non-zero entries for
%the i-th column
dark(i) = min(V); %this is the MIN entry
in the column
end
low = min(dark) ;% this is the LOWEST INTENSITY in
the gray Image
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high = max (max (image)) ; % this is the HIGHEST INTENSITY in the gray Image
StartEnd = IsolateLCHblocks (Number
, steps)
% This function create blocks of indeces to the corresponding LCH
% matrix (in RGB or Lab or other n x 3 form)
% IMPORTANT: the row sequence in the matrix must be L,C,H and the L,C,H blocks
% must be of the "steps" (Arg#2) length
% The last Center must be Neutral - it is missing
"steps"
number of rows (H-rows)
% Returns a Number_of_Centers x 2 matrix of [Start End] rows, row # = Color Center
for i=l :Number_of_Centers
if i == 5
end
StartEnd(i, : ) = [3*steps* (i-1) +1 (i*3-l) *steps] ;
else StartEnd(i, : ) = [3*steps* (i-1) +1 (i*3)*steps]
end
[sliderRect, knobRect, left, right] = Make_slider (screenRect)
rect_width=screenRect
sliderRect= SetRect (0 , 700 , RectWidth(rect_width) , 720) ;
sliderRect= CenterRect (sliderRect , screenRect) ;
height= RectHeight (screenRect) *0 .45 ;
sliderRect= Of fsetRect (sliderRect , 0, height);




knobRect = SetRect (0 , 0 , RectHeight (sliderRect) , (RectHeight (sliderRect ) -1) )






MakeDE94step (Labstart, step94 , number
% this function calculates new L*a*b* from Lab triplet (3x1) given in
% Arg#l for segments of Arg#3 steps long around the center (Lab),
% in steps given by Arg#2 (DE94 units)




% and new a* and b* for a given L* level, where the center is in the middle of the matrix
%USAGE: [newL_Lab,new_ab_Lab] = MakeDE94step (Labstart , step94 , number_of_steps)
number_of_steps = number_of_steps+l ;
% Lab color center C*
if (Labstart (: ,3) ~=0 & Labstart (:, 2) ~=0)
ba_ratio = Labstart (:, 3) /Labstart (:, 2) ;




C_Labstart=sqrt (Labstart ( : ,3) "2+Labstart ( : ,2) "2) ;




% Delta E94 weighting functions
SL = 1;
SC_ini = k2* (1+0.045* (sqrt (Labstart (: ,3) A2+Labstart( : ,2) A2) ) )
% assume C ab and H ab constant
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%calculate new L* segment
step = 0;
for i = 1 : number_of_steps
step = step94+step;
dL_up(i) = Labstart (1) + kl*SL*step;
dL_down(i) = Labstart (1) - kl*SL*step;
end
% assume L_ab and H_ab constant
% calculate new C* segment
step = 0 ;
SC = SC_ini;
Chroma = C_Labstart;
new_a_up ( 1 ) =Labstart ( 2 ) ;
if new_a_up (1) ==0
new_a_up ( 1 ) =0 . 1 ;
end
new_b_up (1) =Labstart (3) ;
if new_b_up (1) ==0
new_b_up (1) =0 ;
end
for i = 1: number_of_steps+l
step = kl*SC*step94;
if Labstart (2) <0
new_a_up(i+l) = -sqrt ( (step*2) / (l+ba_ratio*2) ) +new_a_up (i) ;
else new_a_up (i+1) = sqrt ( (step*2) / (l+ba_ratioA2) ) +new_a_up (i) ;
end
if Labstart (3) <0
new_b_up (i+1) = -sqrt ( (step^2) / (l+ab_ratio*2) ) +new_b_up (i) ;
else new_b_up (i+1) = sqrt ( (stepA2) / (l+ab_ratio*2) ) +new_b_up (i) ;
end
Chroma =sqrt ( (new_a_up (i+1) ) "2 + (new_b_up (i+1) ) *2 ) ;
SC = 1 + 0.045*Chroma;
end
step = 0 ;
SC = SC_ini;
Chroma = C_Labstart;
new_a_down ( 1 ) =Labstart (2) ;
new_b_down ( 1 ) =Labstart (3) ;
for i = 1: number_of_steps+l
step = kl*SC*step94;
%Chroma =Chroma - step;
if Labstart (2) <0
new_a_down(i+l) =new_a_down (i) + sqrt ( (stepA2) / (l+ba_ratio*2) )
else new_a_down(i+l) =new_a_down (i)
- sqrt ( (stepA2) / (l+ba_ratio*2) ) ;
end
if Labstart (3) <0
new_b_down(i+l) = new_b_down(i) +sqrt ( (stepA2) / (l+ab_ratioA2) ) ;
else new_b_down(i+l) = new_b_down (i) -sqrt ( (step~2) / (l+ab_ratio*2) ) ;
end
SC = 1 + 0.045*Chroma; %




uncomment the lines as needed ************
% check if the a* and b* have the right sign
%if Labstart (2) <0
% new_a_up(i) = ( -1) *new_a_up (i)
% new_a_down(i) = (-l)*new a down(i)
%end
%if Labstart (3) <0
% new_b_up ( i ) = ( - 1 ) *new_b_up ( i )
% new_b_down(i) = ( -1) *new b down (i)
%end
_
rows_up=size (dL_up, 2) +1
% finalize new L* and new a*b*;
new_dL = [flipud(dL_up') ; Labstart (1); dL_down']
new_ab star







y K '' n U-J
size_new_ab_star = size (new_ab_star)
% make Lab matrices .,
r=size (new_dL, 1)
a = ones (r,l) 'Labstart (2) ;
b = ones(r, 1) *Labstart (3) ;
ab_column = [a b] ;
size_ab=size (ab_column, 1)
L_column = Labstart (1) 'ones (size_ab, 1)
newL_Lab= [new_dL ab_column] ;
new_ab_Lab= [L_column new_ab_star] ;
%fix the size such that it corresponds to the requested number of steps
size_check = size (newL_Lab, 1) - 2* (number_of_steps -1)
if size_check >0
start_row = round (size_check/2)
end_row = size (newL_Lab, 1) - round (size_check/2)
newL_Lab = newL_Lab (start_row:end_row, .)
new_ab_Lab = new_ab_Lab (start_row: end_row, : )
this_is_the_size_of_new_ab = size (newL_Lab) ;
end
for i = 1 : size (newL_Lab, 1)
de = deltaEab (newL_Lab, Labstart);
de94(i) = deltaE94 (newL_Lab(i, : ) , Labstart);
end
disp ('dE for oneL');
de;




for i = 1 : size (newL_Lab, 1) ;
de = deltaEab (new_ab_Lab, Labstart);








disp ('dE94 for oneC ' ) ;
dec94 ' ;
new_ab-MakeHueS teps (a_star,b_star, dH,n_steps) ;





% n_steps is a number of steps you want to make in each direction
% a_star and b_star are your color center coordinates
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% create first a * b* values
[new_a(l, :),new_b(l,
:)]=New_ab_from_dH(a_star,b_star,dH)
% continue building the segment
for i=l:n_steps+l
end
[new_a(i+l, :) ,new_b(i+l, : ) ] =New_ab_from_dH (new_a (i, 1) , new_b (i, 1) , dH)
new_abl = [new_a ( : , 1 ) new_b ( : , 1 ) ] ;
% get the length of the a*b matrix
r = size (new_abl, 1)
new_abl = [ [a_star b_star] ; new_abl (1 : r, : ) ]
% build in the opposite direction
[new_a(l, :) ,new_b(l, : ) ] =New_ab_f rom_dH (a_star,b_star, dH) ;
for i=l :n_steps+l
[new_a(i+l, :) ,new_b(i+l, : ) ] =New_ab_from dH(new a(i,2),new b(i,2) dH)
end
~ '
new_ab2 = [new_a (1 : r, 2) new_b (1 : r, 2) ] ;
new_ab = [f lipud (new_abl) ; new_ab2]
size_new_ab=size (new_ab, 1) ;
for i = 1 : size (new_ab, 1)
C_star=sqrt (new_ab(i,l) "2 + new_ab (i, 2) "2) ;
end
C_center = sqrt (a_star*2 + b_star"2) 'ones (size (new_ab, 1) , 1)
C_difference = C_star - C_center
center_a = a_star*ones (size (new_ab, 1) , 1)
center_b = b_star*ones (size (new_ab, 1) , 1) ;
deltaH94=(2*(C_center.*2 - new_ab ( : , 1) . * center_a-new_ab ( : , 2) . * center b) )."0.5
SC = 1 + 0.045*C_star(l, 1) ;
deltaH=deltaH94*SC;
%fix the size such that it corresponds to the requested number of steps
size_check = size (new_ab, 1) - 2*n_steps;
if size_check >0
start_row = round (size_check/2)
end_row = size (new_ab, 1) - round (size_check/2)
end
new_ab = new_ab (start_row: end_row, :);
this_is_the_size_of_new_ab = size (new_ab)
List = MakelndexCol (number)
Column = (l:number) ';
List = num2str (Column)





you want to use in the list




num2str (i) ] ;
else List(i,:) = [char num2str (i) ] ;
end
end












Arg #1 - Number of Images used
Arg #2
- Color Centers used; ID array
-
uniform flag 1 if incorporate uniform color, 0 if not
-
neutral flag 1 if one of the Color Centers is neutral, otherwise 0
'H'] ;




counter = 0 ;
for im_count = 1 : n_of_Images
for ClrCtr_count = l:nColorCtr
for axis = 1:3
counter = counter + 1;
if neutral == 1 & axis ==3
%if ClrCtr_count == 5 & neutral == 1 & axis ==3
counter = counter - 1;, break;
elseif uniform ==1 & im_count==n_of_Images
StaircaseList (counter, : ) =
['Uni' 'Ctr'
...










[new_a, new_b] = New_ab_from_dH(a_star,b_star,dH)
% function to calculate new a*b* which are
% dH away, while
C* is maintained constant
% Note that the program calculates adjusted for
C* dH steps
% variables :
% a_star is original a*
% b_star is original b*
% C_star is C* level
% dH is a delta H* step
C_star = sqrt (a_star*2 + b_star*2);
SC = 1 + 0 -045*C_star;
%dH = dH*SC; % this is for dE ab
SH = (1 + 0.015*C_star) ;
dH = dH*SH;
K = C_star*2 - (dHA2)/2;
check = K/a_star;
% calculate the coefficients for quadratic eq. to
calculate new
a*b*
% from system of two equations:
% a*2 + b^2 = C"2
% dHA2 = 2* (C'~2 - a_star*new_a -b_star*new_b)
% A,B,C are coeff . of the quadratic eq.
A*x*2 + B*x + C = 0
if a_star> -10 & a_star<10
A = (a_star/b_star) "2 + 1;




new_a = SolveQuadEq (A, B, C) ;











new_b = SolveQuadEq (A, B, C) ;
new_a = sqrt (C_star"2
- new_b."2);
if a_star<0














, 1) /max_count (
, 1 ) /max_count (




trial_2ist = ParseTrialList (list)
% function to parse the trial list and make a matrix of
% L* , Image, and Contrast
trial_list = [str2num(list ( : , 3) ) , str2num(list ( : , 9) ) , str2num(list ( : , 12) ) :
RGB_list = PrepData2Exp (step94 , number
% prepares RGB data for QUEST LCH tolerance experiment for
% color centers indicated below
load CIEcolorCtrLABCh.mat
% these are recommended CIE Color Centers
NCtrLab = [61.6542 0 0];% [CIEcolorCtrLAB (1, : ) ;
CCtrLab = CIELAB5 (2:5, :) ; %CIEcolorCtrLAB (2 : 5 , :) ;
% these are modified centers for better texture modeling
CCtrLab (1,:) = [48.84 33.5 52.114]; % red_orange
CCtrLab (2,:) = [56.34 -5.81 33.87]; % yellow
CCtrLab(3,:) = [46 -19.2 -5.07];%[42 -23.2 -5.07];% [32 -33.2 -5.07]
% re-arrange such that the neutral is last
% this will help to eliminate
dH*
segment from the neutral center
% bluish-green
Labstart = [CCtrLab; NCtrLab]
Ctr_size = size (Labstart , 1) ;
for i = l:Ctr_size
% calculate new L* and
C*
segments
[L_lab( : , : , i) ,C_lab ( : , : , i) ] = MakeDE94 step (Labstart (i, : ) , step94 , number_of_steps)
end
% calculate new H* segments
for i = l:Ctr_size-l
ab=MakeHueSteps (Labstart (i, 2) , Labstart (i, 3) , step94 , number_of_steps) ;
r=size (ab, 1)
L = Labstart (i,l) *ones (r, 1) ;
H_lab( : , : , i) =[L ab] ;
end
Lab_listl = [L_lab(
Lab_list2 = [L_lab (
Lab_list3 = [L_lab(
Lab_list4 = [L_lab(
Lab list5 = [L lab(
1) ;C lab{ : , ,D ,
2) ;C lab(: , ,2) ,
3) ;C lab(: , ,3) ,
4) ;C lab(: , ,4) ,










Lab_list = Lab_list5; % for blue list
%Lab_list =
[Lab_listl;Lab_list2;Lab_list3;Lab_list4;Lab_list5] ;
RGB list = GetRGBfromLAB4exp2 (Lab_list) ;
Put_testpatch (color, i, window, testRect)





%c = 600 +20*i
%testRect = [30 100 430 500]
%testRect = [570 100 970 500] ;
%adjust rect coordinates [570 100 970 500] ;
SCREEN (window, 'FillRect', color, testRect)
%SCREEN (window, 'DrawText'
,b, 700, c, 240);
random_index_list = Randomize_indeces (max_index)
% randomizes an index list of less than 1000 rows
%create random numbers
random_num = rand (max_index, 1) ;
%create equal size index list
index_list = (1 :max_index)
'
%combine the two
list_sort_index = [index_list random_num] ;
% sort by the random number column
sorted_index = sortrows (list_sort_index, [2] )
% cut out the randomized index column
random_index_list = sorted index (:,1);
random_filelist = Randomize (list)
% randomizes a list of less than 1000 rows
list_size_rows = size (list , 1) ;
list_size_col = size (list , 2)
%create random numbers
random_num = rand (list_size_rows, 1) ;
%create equal size index list




sort_index = [index random_num] ;
% sort by the random number column
list_sort_index = sortrows (sort_index, [2] ) ;
% cut out the randomized index column
random_list_index = list_sort_index ( : , 1) ;
% this will be needed for later
random_list_index_size = size (random_list_index, 1) ;
if random_list_index_size < 10
n = 1;
elseif random_list_index_size >=10 &
random_list_index_size < 100
n = 2;
else n = 3
end
% it is necessary to convert num to
str
random_list_index_str = num2str (random_list_index) ;
% combine with the list to: randomize
list_to_sort = [random_list_index_str list] ;
if n == 1
sorted_list = sortrows (list_to_sort, [1] ) ;
elseif n ==2
sorted_list = sortrows
(list_to_sort , [1 2] ) ;
else sorted_list
= sortrows (list_to_sort , [1 2 3])
end
%f inal randomized list
random filelist = sorted_list ( : , (n+1) :
(list_size_col+n) ) ;
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randomize_test_colors = Randomize_test_colors (testjcolors)
sort_index = [test_colors rand (size (test_colors, 1) , 1) ]
list_sort_index = sortrows (sort index, [2])
randomize_test_colors = list_sort_index ( : , 1)
images = Read_images
% This program reads in images from files specified ***f ilelist*****
% a structure **Images** is created which holds the images
% each image can be addressed as Images . imagel, etc
filelist = set_filelist % reads names of image files
for i=l : size (filelist , 1)




image_name ( i , : ) = [name num2str(i)]
images = setf ield (images, image_name ( i , : ) , image (1 : 400 , 1 : 400) )
end
names = fieldnames (images)
Images = Read_imagesl (filelist)
% This program reads in images from the specified ***f ilelist**
% a structure ** Images** is created which holds the images




for i=l : size (filelist , 1)
image = imread (filelist (i, :)) ;
image_name = [name num2str(i)]
Images = setf ield (Images, image_name, image (4 : 233 , 4 : 233 , : ) )
end




% BRING DATA TO WRIGHT FORMAT FOR QUEST EXPERIMENT
% RGB is a n x 3 matrix of RGB values corresponding
% to the entries in the list (ImlCtr2L02)
% determine needed number of rows
%rows_of_steps = size (RGB, 1) /Number_of_Images;




%{RGB n x 3 per image}





%for non-Neutral Color Centers}
% 1 block of




block = [1 1] %starting dummy row
for i = 1 :Number_of_DEsteps-l
% Make BLOCKS of pairs using make2blocks}
% add entry to the index vector, showing where new block begins
% since block (1,:) will be removed at the end, the indexing is correct
index(i) = size (block, 1)
%
new_block = Make2blocks (input_block, i)
% add new block; ea block is q x 2 array
block = [block; new_block] ;
%Put LCH block pairs in a structure PAIRS
% PAIRS = Setfield (PAIRS, 'L' , L_block)
% PAIRS . C
% PAIRS . H
end
% ***** DON'T FORGET TO REMOVE THE FIRST ENTRY TO block
final_block = block (2 : size (block, 1) ,: )
index2blocks = index'
% each PAIR*.N is a m x 2 array
% { INDEX. L should contain starting indeces
% for each block of pairs being concatenated
% for all color centers)
RGBdc = RGBdcfromLab64 (LAB) ;
RGB=GetRGBfromLAB4exp2 (LAB) ;
RGBdc = round ( RGB* 1023) ;
[new_gamma , rangeLstar] = Sample64 (grayLUTSOO , average_index,L_star)
%linearly samples 64 entries from a 256 or 1024 gamma table
% white is the index grayLUTSOO max, which is 500
low_range = (0 : average_index-l)
' * (l/average_index)
high_range = (0 : 63 -average_index)
' * (1/ (63-average_index) )
factor = L_star*5
new_low_range = 1+round ( (low_range*factor) )





disp ('size of new high range1)
size (new_high_range)
disp ('low range grayLUT500')
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grayLUTSOO (new_low_range, : )
dispf'high range grayLUTSOO')
grayLUT500(new_high_range, :)
new_gamma = [grayLUTSOO (new_low_range (:),:),- grayLUTSOO (new high range (:),:)
rangeLstar = [new_low_range;new_high_range] ;
[new_gamma , new_full_range] =
sample64gauss (grayLUT500 , average_index, L_star)
%linearly samples 64 entries from a 256 or 1024 gamma table
% white is the index grayLUTSOO max, which is 500
low_range = (0 :average_index-l)
' *
(l/average_index)
high_range = (0 :63-average_index)
' * (1/ (63-average_index) )
factor = L_star*5
new_low_range = 1+round ( (low_range*factor) )
disp ('size of new low range')
size (new_low_range)
white=500 ;
new_high_range =factor+ round (high_range* (white-factor) )
disp ('size of new high range')
size (new_high_range)
disp
(' low range grayLUTSOO')






grayLUTSOO (new_high_range, : )
full_range = [new_low_range ; new_high_range]
new_full_range = round(gaussian(full_range, 0 , 2 , 2) *500) ;
new_gamma = grayLUTSOO (new_full_range (:),:);
filelist = set_filelist (list_of_files)
%function to create a string array of filenames
%filelist = 'diff59gray.tif

















59_l_5a.tif , '59_2_la.tif , '59_2_6a.tif )
% address each filename as filelist (1, :) , etc.
%for i=l:4
% imshow (filelist (i, :) )
%end
% '5nineone3a.tif is magnified rough texture
% 'vw59oneone . tif
' is fine textured image
new_Gamma = Set_image_gamma (L_s tar, grayGamma, range
%for this version, L_star*5 is the index
to SOOgrayLUT, which contains
% the RGB corresponding to this
L*
mean_gamma = 5*L_star;
low_end = mean_gamma - round (range_of_free_LUT/2) ;








% expand_low(i-l) = expand_low(i) - 10-
%end
%lin_testGamma(l:10, : ) = expand_low'
%*****************
expand_high ( 1 ) = high_end;
for i=l:10
expand_high(i+l) = expand_high(i) +20;
end
lin_testGamma (range_of_f ree_LUT-10 : range_of_f ree_LUT, : ) =
expand_high'
;
testGamma = gaussian (lin_testGamma, 0 , 1, 1) . *lin_testGamma (range_of_free_LUT, 1)
testGamma = round ( testGamma)
%check size of test gamma
size_testGamma = size (testGamma) ;
if size_testGamma(l) >= range_of_free_LUT;
testGamma = testGamma (1 : range_of_free_LUT) ;
end
new_Gamma = grayGamma (testGamma (:),:)
new_Gamma = set_testgamma_ends (grayGamma)
%function to assign the low 3 entries of the image gamma and
%the highest 3 entries of the image gamma to teh test Gamma range
p =10;
for 1=65:1:67
grayGamma ( i , : ) = grayGamma (p, : )




grayGamma ( i ,: ) = grayGamma (q, : )




set_testpatch_gamma (L_star_index, grayLUTSOO, highest_index)
%for this version, L_star_index is the index to 500grayLUT, which contains
% the RGB corresponding to this
L*
mean_gamma = 5*L_star_index;
sizel = size ( (65 :highest_index)
'
, 1) ;
low_end = mean_gamma - round (sizel (1) /2) ;




expand_high ( 1 ) = high_end;
for i=l:10
expand_high(i+l) = expand_high ( i ) +20;
end
lin_testGamma (sizel-10: sizel, : ) = expand_high
'
;
testGamma = gaussian (lin_testGamma, 0 , 1, 1) .
*lin_testGamma (sizel, 1) ;
testGamma = round (testGamma) ;
%check size of test gamma
size_testGamma = size (testGamma) ;
if size_testGamma(l) >= sizel (1);
testGamma = testGamma (1 : sizel (1) )
end
new Gamma = grayLUT500 (testGamma, :) ;
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%testGamma = set_testgamma_ends (testGamma)
new_gamma = Set_Uniform_Patch (x, xO)
% x is a 10 bit Gamma array
% xO is the color value (Gamma table entry) of the uniform patch
compressing_func = gaussl (x) ;
bandpass_x = xO + compress ing_func*max (x) ;
bandpass_x = round (bandpass_x) ;
figure, plot (bandpass_x) ;
title ( 'bandpass x');
newGamma = Set_uniform_patch_gamma (gammaJoits ,mean_value,n) ,
%.********** THIS FUNCTION COMPRESSESS 10-BIT RANGE TO 8-BIT RANGE AS
%***TRI-PIECE LINEAR FUNCTION** **IT PRESERVES 1:1 MAPPING AROUND MEAN_VALUE
% mean_value is the uniform patch 10 -bit value
% n is the number of bits allocated for the range around mean_value
% allowed bits is the number of bits allocated for test patch adjustment (ca. 250)
size_of_LUT = 500;
% boundaries of Gamma range around mean_value
low_end = mean_value - round (n/2);
high_end = mean_value + round (n/2) ;




sizemiderange = size (midGamma_range, 1) ;
low_range = (0: (low_end-l) )
'
;
high_range = ( (high_end+l) :gamma_bits)
'
;




remaining_bits_range = (low_end + (size_of_LUT-high_end) )
low_range_weight = low_end / remaining_bits_range;
high_range_weight = (size_of_LUT-high_end) / remaining_bits_range;
low_end_bits = round (low_range_weight*remaining_bits) ;
high_end_bits = round (high_range_weight*remaining_bits) ;
% low Gamma
newGamma = ones (gamma_b its, 1) ;
lowGamma(l:low_end_bits) = (1/ (low_end_bits-l) )
* (0 : (low_end_bits-l) )
newGamma (l:low_end_bits,l) = round
(lowGamma (1 : low_end_bits)
'
*low_end) ;
sizelowgamma = size (lowGamma (1 : low_end_bits) , 1) ;
% mid Gamma
newGamma ( (low_end_bits+l) :
(low_end_bits+n+l) ) = midGamma_range ;
sizenewgamma = size (newGamma, 1) ;
% high Gamma
high_scaler = (size_of_LUT-high_end) ;
high_range = (0 : (high_end_bits-l) )
'
. /high_end_bits;
highsize = size (high range, 1);




(high_scaler*high_range + high_end) ;
i = find (newGamma == 0) ;
newGamma ( i ) = 1 ;
if size (newGamma, 1) > gamma_bits










newGamma = SetNewGammaTable (image, bits, n)
%image is an Intensity gray image
% bits is the number of bits as 8 or 10
% n is the allowed range of digital counts, less than 255
% it comes from the allocation of colors in CLut
%obtain the lowest and highest intensity values
%in the image; scaled 0:1
[low, high] = FirstLastNonzero( image)
%get average of the image intensity
Average = mean2 (image) ;
total_bits=2^bits - 1
mean_count=round(Average*total_bits)
min_count = mean_count - round (0.5*n)
max_count = mean_count + round (0.5*n)
if min_count < 1
Gamma_start = 2 ;
disp(
' in the 1st if )
Gamma_end = n+2 ;
elseif max_count >=1022
Gamma_end = 10 2 2;
Gamma_start = 1022-n,-
disp (




Gamma_end = max_count ;
disp ('in the else')
















x = SolveQuadEq (a, b, c)
D = (bA2 - 4*a*c) ;
if D < 0
dispC THE ROOTS OF THE EQUITION ARE COMPLEX.
QUIT1
else xl = (-b + sqrt (D) ) / (2*a) ;
x2 = (-b - sqrt (D) )/ (2*a) ;
end
x = [xl x2 ] ;
[L_star] = TurnRGBintoLstar(RGB,LUT)
% this function takes nx3 matrix of the RGB matches and
% finds were they are in the grayLUTSOO, which
is linear
% L* star LUT of 0.2 unit step, thus giving the corresponding
L*
entry = 0 ;
L_star = 0 ;
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size (RGB, l)
for i = 1: size (RGB, 1)
entry = find (LUT == RGB(i,i));
if size (entry) -= o
for j = 1: size (entry, 1)
if entry (j) <=S00








L star = L star' ;
Contrast = What_contrast (randomized_list)
% Function determines which contrast level corresponds to the current entry to the
randomized_list
Contrast = randomized_list ( : , 12) ;
image_number = What_image (list)
image_number = [
' image ' (list ( : , 9) ) ]
L_star = What_L_star(randomized_list)
% This function determines which L* level corresponds to the current entry to the randomized_list
L_star = randomized_list ( : , 3)
indeces = WhichAxis (axis , Number_of_steps)
% returns index vector of the size of Number_of_steps that points to
% the entries corresponding to L or C or D dimension
% please note that indeces are relative to the Color Center size
























[Image, Uni] = Whichlmage (imageNumber,
ImageBlocks , RGBsize)
% function returns a structure (ImageBlocks .Texture*)
which holds
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Image = ImageBlocks . Texturel;




























% LMTreading are 2 deg CIE31 XYZ
[XYZ64t,rgb2xyz64N,XYZif64_2] =XYZ31to64XYZ (LMTreadings) ;
XYZwhite = D65tryer_alk(XYZif64_2,rgb2xyz64N) ; %for calibration
% of 6/99
[L,a,b,C,h] = XYZ64toLab(XYZ64t) ;%, XYZwhite);
Labch = [L a b C h] ;
[XYZ64t, rgb2xyz64N,XYZif64_2] =XYZ31to64XYZ (input)
***** WRITTEN BY E. MONTAG
***************
% [XYZ64t,rgb2xyz64N,XYZif64_2] =cie31XYZ2cie64XYZ (input)
% answer lOdegconvmat lOdegflare
% this script (function) will take an LMT reading
% which is CIE31 and convert it to CIE64 .
% The input is the LMT XYZ
% The output is the cie 1964 XYZ values for this color
% The input is not really CIE 1931 but a
linear conversion factor away
% The input is a 1x3 XYZ reading from the LMT.
%input=[50 50 50] ;
XYZ31read= (input) ;
% This XYZ31 reading needs to be
adjusted so that the Y value is
% equal to the luminance. This is done by a conversion
factor.
% The conversion factor is calculated by taking readings of the monitor
% with the LMT and with a LMT luminance
meter. The conversion factor is
% calculated. The conversion factor has been around
1.533.
%*******************
convFact=l . 5714 ;
XYZ31read_t=XYZ31read*convFact ;
% We need the spectral data from the
monitor. An old version







load blue % 380 through 780 in 2nm steps
% load the cmfs
2-*******
* * * *
load cmfuns; irons from 360 through 830 in 1 nm steps
Ctnf31=cmf31 (21:2: (471-50), 2:4);
cmf64=cmf64 (21:2: (471-50) ,2:4) ;
% we need a calibration file
% If it is a newer one then the rgb2xyz was calculated
% using the interflare subtracted out.
$************,******
load FechnerJun99alk %Sony Trinitron MultiscanlSsf
% scale the calibration matrices for real CIE31 Y values
rgb2xyz_t = rgb2xyz * convFact ;
xyz2rgb_t = inv(rgb2xyz_t) ;















% take the spectral data, multiply by the 31 CMFs and
% sum to get XYZc values. Compare these to
% the RGB2XYZ_t matrix. The middle row shows
% the Y values for each channel (R,G ad B) .
% From these values you can find a value which scales
% the XYZc values to match the XYZ values from calibration.
sumybarr=sum(cmf31 ( : , 2) . *red) ;
rgb2xyz_t (2,1)
Rfactor=rgb2xyz_t (2,1) /sumybarr;
sumybarg=sum(cmf31 ( : , 2) . *green) ;
rgb2xyz_t (2,2) ;
Gfactor=rgb2xyz_t (2,2) /sumybarg;




Nsumybarr=sum(cmf31 ( : , 2) . *newRed) ;
newGreen=green*Gfactor ;
Nsumybarg=sum(cmf31 ( : , 2) . *newGreen) ;
newBlue=blue*Bfactor ;














Xblue31=sum(newBlue. *cmf31 ( : , l) )
Yblue31 = sum(newBlue. *cmf31 ( :
'
2) ) '

















Xblue64=sum(newBlue . *cmf64 (
Yblue64=sum(newBlue . *cmf64 (
Zblue64=sum(newBlue . *cmf64 (
, D) ;
, 2)) ;
, 3 ) ) ;
rgb2xyz64N= [Xred64 Xgreen64 Xblue64;
Yred64 Ygreen64 Yblue64;
Zred64 Zgreen64 Zblue64]
% Now to handle interflare
%
% [Xif Yif Zif]
'
= [rgb2xyz] [RGB] '
rgbifl=xyz2rgb31N*interflare_t ; % from new matrix
rgbif2=xyz2rgb_t*interflare t ;% from calibration data
XYZif64_l=rgb2xyz64N*rgbifl ;
XYZif64_2=rgb2xyz64N*rgbif2 ,-%use this one -- empirical










XYZ64adj=rgb2xyz64N * RGBread_adj ; %






for i = l:size(XYZ64adj ,1)




[L,a,b] = XYZ31toLab (readings)
******** WRITTEN BY E . MONTAG
**********
[r,c] =size (readings)
W= [129.3693 134.7705 145.9551]
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%W= [74.6 78.1 82.5]
%for i = l:r
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